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Hall things bright and beautiful
‘A very beautiful building’ the State Governor said in 1915 when opening the Assembly Hall, Collins Street.
Frank Van Straten explores the history of one of Melbourne’s most under-rated venues.

P

lans are being prepared for a

old Scots Church manse and grounds. An

Association and a graduate of the Royal

facelift and interior renovations for

earlier Presbyterian Assembly Hall on the

Institute of British Architects. He arrived in

the venerable Assembly Hall at

opposite side of Collins Street was

Victoria in 1886.

156–160 Collins Street, Melbourne.
Owned by the Scots Church, and

demolished to make way for J.&N.Tait’s
Auditorium Building (later the Metro and

despite its somewhat sparse theatrical

Mayfair cinemas, and more recently an

facilities, the hall has housed an eclectic

unsuccessful retail complex).

array of entertainment over its 93 years—at

H.H.Kemp (1859–1946) had been a

the same time providing a welcoming

student at the British Royal Academy. He

meeting place for its church community.

was a medallist of the London Architectural

Designed by Melbourne architect
Henry H. Kemp, the Assembly Hall was
built by Swanson Brothers on the site of the

*

After a year as chief assistant for architects

‘This hall gives a good illustration of the

Presbyterian Church, are not merely

this hall you will have perfect machinery by

occupied the basement space since 1990.

Terry and Oakden, he became a partner in

beauty and utility of Australian blackwood,

serving yourselves in erecting this building,

which you will rival and even excel a

Kay—and her collection of bookish owls—

notable attractions have included:

the firm and, in 1889, designed the first of

which has been used in its furnishings and

but are doing a service to the whole State of

motor-car in the efficacy of your work.

are relocating to the mezzanine level of

1916: Max Malini, magician. There is a

three prominent buildings in Elizabeth

ornamentation. The carving was undertaken

Victoria and the city of Melbourne. The

Street; at 12 storeys the Australian Building,

by the firm of K. & S.Kirkham.’

man or the association who beautifies a city

be looked upon as one of the ancient

A special feature of the furnishings was a

deserves well of that city, and as in the days

landmarks of Melbourne, and old people

installed in the hall in 1920. A three-manual

table presented by the architect, H.H.Kemp.

of Greece and Rome, great-minded citizens

will say, “We remember in the year 1915,

instrument of 19 speaking stops, it was built in

1923: Regular lunchtime community singing.

put up buildings to the honour of their city,

when this building was opened in a time of

1905 by George Fincham & Son for Netherley,

1924: Illustrated lecture on the discovery of

was claimed to be the tallest in the world.
In time, Kemp became better known for
his Arts-and-Crafts-inspired Queen Anne or

Accommodating about 700 people, the

‘The time will come when this hall will

271 Collins Street.
A fine Fincham organ was donated and

Some of the Assembly Hall’s more

description of this performance in
Charles Waller’s Magical Nights in
The Theatre.

Federation style houses, so the Gothic Revival

hall was 84ft (25.60m) long, 49ft (15m) wide

so the people of Victoria and Melbourne

calamity, but with a feeling of thankfulness to

the residence of W.G.Sharp in Albert Park,

style he employed for the Assembly Hall is

and 35ft (10.67m) high.

are not remiss in carrying out that ancient

God”. It is a matter of profound satisfaction to

and enlarged by the firm in 1910.

and very excellent practice.

me to be present this evening, and to celebrate

The instrument is intact and retains its

celebration for Shakespeare’s birthday.

with you your achievement of this great object.’

original pipework, action and console. Of

1925: Visiting violinist Fritz Kreisler is guest

Appropriately rousing cheers followed.

particular interest is its symphonic tonal design

of honour at a Melbourne Music

and the oak console, the largest pneumatic

Club concert of the music of Fritz Hart.

atypical, although he had used the style in 1887
for Stage Two of the Working Men’s College.
The Gothic theme ensured that the

Cost of building and furnishings was
more than £27 000.
The hall’s opening ceremony was part

‘Though I have watched your building
from the outside growing to its perfect whole,

Assembly Hall integrated aesthetically with

of the opening of the session of the

I have not had an opportunity before this

the Scots Church next door to the east. To

Presbyterian Church’s General Assembly.

evening of seeing the interior of this spacious

an important role in the city’s life, and to

example of its date in Victoria to survive,

the west, the Hall rubbed shoulders with

After Dr MacFarland, chairman of the new

hall, decorated as it is with the beautiful woods

add prestige to the finest block of the finest

equipped with free combination pistons and

George and George’s stylish emporium.

Assembly Hall committee, outlined the

of your native country, carrying on the old

street in Melbourne.

stopkeys after the style of Hope-Jones. It is

history of the efforts to secure the new hall,

tradition of artistic feeling which we have

1915. In its extensive coverage of the event,

the Governor of Victoria, Sir Arthur

inherited from our forefathers and those

by the Scottish Tearooms, a business which

The Argus noted that the site had been

Stanley, addressed the huge crowd:

before them.

had started across Collins Street, at number

building in 1935, but most of the structure,

191, in 1908. It had been established under

inside and out, is remarkably intact.

The Assembly Hall opened on 17 May

owned by the adjacent Scots Church, and

‘My duty this evening is, I understand, to

‘The work of the church, whether it be a

The Assembly Hall settled down to play

The building’s basement was occupied

Tutankhamen’s tomb.
1925: The Melbourne Shakespeare Society

1925: The British Music Society presents
the first performance in Australia of
Elgar’s Quintet in A Minor, opus 84.

registered as being of state significance.

1925: Recitals of American folk songs and

A fourth storey was added to the

Spirituals by visiting AfricanAmerican singer Edna Thomas.
1926: Margaret Sutherland’s Sonata for

that architectural harmony with the church

make the formal announcement that this

church constituted as yours is, or a church

the auspices of the Presbyterian Women’s

was one of the conditions of sale.

hall is actually open, and when I do so I

constituted such as that to which I belong,

Missionary Union as a meeting place and

Victorian Heritage Register as a significant

Goll and Bernard Heinze, is a highlight

wish to express the pleasure I feel at seeing

does not depend principally upon the

refreshment centre, and to provide visibility

part of the Collins Street streetscape. It was

of a concert of Sutherland compositions

outlines of the new building have been

the completion of a work which, since I

building in which it is carried on. We are

for the church’s missionary work. It also

added to the Register of the National Estate

modelled after the Scots Church design. The

have arrived in Victoria, I have been

reminded that friction and loss of power

provided a sales outlet for arrowroot

in 1978. It has been classified by the National

church is faced with Barrabool Hills stone,

watching with no feigned interest. Very

result from imperfect machinery, and so in

powder. Produced by the church’s New

Trust as a building of state significance, its

Sutherland present midday recitals to

with dressings of Oamaru stone. Like the

early after my arrival

Hebridean missions, arrowroot was used as

notable features being the fine staircase,

aid the Australian Red Cross Society’s

church, the new building, has been built of

in Melbourne I saw

a thickener for soup and general cooking.

lobby and landings which retain many original

prisoner-of-war fund and provide a

Barrabool Hills stone, but has facings of

in Collins Street the

The Tearooms closed in 1959, allowing

decorative elements, including a memorial

platform for works by Sutherland and

Sydney freestone.

promise of what has

extensions to the Presbyterian Bookshop.

stained glass window designed by the noted

other Melbourne composers. Patrons

proved to be a very

Antiquarian bookseller Kay Craddock has

artist William Montgomery (1850-1927).

at these

‘Accordingly,’ said The Argus, ‘the general

‘The edifice is of three stories, with a
basement a little below the level of Collins
Street. It contains 50 well-appointed offices,

The Assembly Hall is included on the

Violin and Piano, played by Edward

organised by Louise Dyer.
World War II: Lorna Stirling and Margaret

*

beautiful building.
‘You, Mr

committee rooms, and apartments. Of these,

Moderator, and you,

20 are let to tenants, and 17 are used as

members of the

offices and apartments
for the work of the
church. The
remainder are let to,
or are used by, church
organisations. The
presbytery hall and
committee rooms on
the second floor are
excellently suited to
their purpose; but the
assembly hall, on the
first floor, is a most
elegant and artistic
meeting-place, and one
that must fill with just
pride the
denomination to
which it belongs.
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Adelaide Rep hits the hundred

T

The oldest repertory theatre company in the Southern Hemisphere,
Adelaide Repertory Theatre, is celebrating its 100th anniversary

he Rep started life in 1908 as a

Arts Theatre on land that it had purchased

Henrietta Drake-Brockman, Sumner Locke

student theatre, the Adelaide

at 53 Angas Street, near Victoria Square in

Elliott and Betty Roland.

Literary Society. It was founded

the centre of Adelaide. It opened with a

by an Englishman, Bryceson Treharne,
who was music lecturer at the Elder

of Australian playwrights. The list includes

Society introduced Adelaide—and Australia—

Max Afford, Alec Coppel, Dymphna Cusack,

Gregory, Beerbohm, Turgenev,
Sudermann, Strindberg and others.

concerts provided many of the 40 000

production designed by Len Annois

It premièred on 24 September 1908

signatures that Sutherland collected in

and directed by Keith McCartney.

support of her campaign for the
construction of an arts centre on the
Wirths’ Circus site in St Kilda Road.
1940s: Early meetings of Women’s Parliament.
1944: Early meetings of the Liberal Party.
1945: The Old Pioneers’ Memorial Association
presents a ‘lyrical and pictorial concert’
with Madame Smythe’s orchestra,

2005: Lyric Opera of Melbourne
productions of Handel’s Orlando,

1954: Peter O’Shaughnessy’s production of
Shaw’s Don Juan in Hell.
1954: Verse and drama recitals by Dame
Sybil Thorndike and Sir Lewis Casson.
1955–1958: Lunch Hour Theatre, presented
by Peter O’Shaughnessy (see On
1958: Barry Humphries, Peter O’Shaughnessy,

It has also showcased many talented
local performers such as Don Barker, Frank
Ford, Brian Wenzel, Brendon Whittle and
Ruby Croser.
The Rep continues to present five plays
every year. Its centenary production was
Inherit the Wind by Jerome Lawrence
and Robert E. Lee.
In between, the cosy theatre is

with Shaw’s The Man of Destiny and

made available to other producers,

Yeats’ The Land of Heart’s Desire.

both amateur and commercial.

Its pioneering productions

Adelaide writer–reviewer

Donizetti’s Don Pasquale, Britten’s The

were staged in the gas-lit North

Richard Flynn sums up: ‘As it

Rape of Lucretia and Bartok’s Duke

Hall on the campus of the

reaches its centenary year, the

Bluebeard’s Castle.

University of Adelaide.

2006: Lyric Opera of Melbourne production
of Sondheim’s Sweeney Todd.
2008: The Astra Chamber Music Society

Stage, Winter 2008).

The Rep has always promoted the work

Conservatorium. In its early years the
to the work of Yeats, Shaw, Lady

Geoffrey Tozer, Dame Sybil Thorndike and Sir Lewis Casson, Margaret Sutherland, Lano & Woodley.

production of Peter Ustinov’s Romanoff and Juliet.

repeats its historic 1978 concert.

By the time Treharne

Adelaide Repertory Theatre’s future
is uncertain—but there are still

resigned in 1911, the group was

firebrands who think it should and

presenting five well-rehearsed

will survive. Lofty ideals and dreams

plays a year. On his departure it

of times long gone are not enough,

This is a first attempt to list examples of the

became a regular amateur

however. There is a need for a large

and a ‘Lecturette on the Social Life of

Shirley Smith and Rosalind Tong in

variety of significant entertainments offered

repertory group, and in 1914

number of like-minded people to

Early Melbourne’ by Mr Isaac Selby.

Lunch Hour Revue.

at the Assembly Hall over the years. Let

the ‘Literary’ in its name was

contribute—with cash, on-going

On Stage know if you can add to the record.

accordingly adjusted

sponsorships and fresh ideas. Although

to ‘Repertory’.

in its infancy in Australia, this is the age

1945: G&S star Evelyn Gardner gives a
lecture–recital for the Army Education
Department, concluding with ‘a history
of the stage and how it acts as a cultural
liaison between nations’.
1945: A huge crowd packs the hall to hear

1958: Emlyn Williams as Charles Dickens.
1960s: Anti Vietnam War ‘Save Our Sons’
meetings.
1966: Australian League of Rights rally on
The poster advertising the meeting,
and the poster board itself, are stolen

of war.

by objectors.

pianist Richard Farrell and soprano
Thea Philips.
1945: Free screenings of the film The Battle
for the Ukraine.
1945: The Zelman Memorial Symphony

1970s: Early Women’s Liberation meetings.

1948: Pianist Hephzibah Menuhin addresses
an International Women’s Day
committee meeting.

Hall in Regent Arcade, the

page of history?

Tivoli in Grote Street.
It was at the Tivoli, in 1936, that the

‘While The Adelaide Repertory
Theatre continues in its endeavour to
present entertaining, high quality
performances which reflect its position as

Rep presented one of

Australia’s longest

published to celebrate its

its most ambitious

continuously-

50th birthday, Sydney’s Ensemble Theatre is

productions, Colonel

performing, non-

described as ‘The longest continuously-running

Light—The Founder, a

professional theatre

professional theatre company in Australia.’

sprawling historical

company, it knows it

three-act drama staged

cannot rest on its
past glories.

Ligetti, Reger, Hufschmidt and Wolf.
1994: Geoffrey Tozer plays the Beethoven

1998: Libra Ensemble presents Percy

The Ensemble started on 11 May 1958,
whereas the still-running Melbourne

to mark South

Grainger’s Random Round and Free

Theatre Company rang up the curtain on

Australia’s centenary.

‘They are the

Music Numbers 2 and 3.

31 August 1953. But who cares about five

It was written by Max

foundation but now,

years when it comes to Sydneycentricity?

Afford, an Adelaide

for a successful

That’s a surprising and disappointing

1999: Melbourne-based chamber choir Gloriana
presents Renaissance Masterpieces.

dramatist who later

second century,

2001: Lano & Woodley in Bruiser, Melbourne

error in a book published by our worthy

made a notable

much hard work—

International Comedy Festival.

friends at Currency Press—as is the credit

contribution to ABC

ever the lot of

for a playwright called Anouillah in the

and Macquarie radio

amateur theatre—will

drama in Sydney.

again be required!’

1950: Piano recital by Romola Costantino.

2002: Dave Hughes in Whatever, and The Scared

1951: George Fairfax, Josephine Ingles and

Weird Little Guys, appear for the

very first caption. Next time, try Anouilh.

Frank Wilson perform in the masque

annual Melbourne International

It’s not that hard.

Comus, a National Gallery Society

Comedy Festival.
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on. That time has passed.

smart new book just

International Arts Festival.

who gave their lives in the war.

Governments can no longer be depended

Unley Town Hall, Queen’s

Melbourne premières of works by Berg,

to the memory of Melbourne music

leads a service in memory of the men

Walkerville Town Hall, the

King’s Theatre and the

On Page One of the

of Arts’ philanthropy by the individual
entrepreneur and the world of business.

Choir presents a concert featuring

Piano Sonatas for the Melbourne

1945: On 10 December Chaplain John May

For its first 50 years the
company performed in the

How’s this for rewriting a

1978: Astra Chamber Music Society and

Orchestra presents a concert dedicated
identity Albert Zelman.

Gus
goss

Rhodesia, addressed by Eric Butler.

personal stories of repatriated prisoners
1945: ABC presents concerts by Sydney

(Building photographs by Frank Van Straten)n

At last, in 1963,
- Gus, the theatre cat n

ON STAGE

the Rep built its own
Spring 2008

Link: www.adelaiderep.
com
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When Melba’s sugar shack turned sour
Tony Cane visits the not-so-sugar-sweet-home where Melba thought she would go mad.

T

he abiding

been far from the

image is of

‘home, sweet home’ in

incessant rain.

Melba’s mind in her

Tropical downpour

multifarious renditions

unrelenting, water

of Sir Henry Bishop’s

sheeting down in front

sentimental old warhorse

of one’s nose at every

(and two recordings:

turn on the open veranda

London, 1905 and 1921)

around the little single-

during the more than

Melba House, Marian, Qld.

storey house. A prisoner

four decades of her

Melba’s once-mildewed Broadwood upright.

in one’s own home!

professional singing career.

Pioneer Valley Tourism and Development Association volunteer Renie West

Melba House was

welcomes Alan and Irene Mason from Dromana, Victoria, to Melba House.

not always an icon of

Alan’s great-aunt, Audrey Jenkin of Melbourne, made dresses for Melba —

reminder of Linda

Australia’s musical

possibly the very one in the 1886 photograph from which the Melba House

Cropper in the ABC’s

heritage. Indeed, as

portrait was painted. (Photographs by Tony Cane)

1987 television series

recently as 1994 it was

And no escape in sight.
That enduring

Melba, although but a

manager of a brand new mill just built by

passing experience in the early life of Dame

Nellie’s father to process local output from

only by local council intervention in

before the early 20th century, the likely

Nellie Melba, is the one vivid recollection

the burgeoning sugar cane crops which were

response to community lobbying when it

original appearance of the house can be

of that far from negligible drama

spreading like a rash across the Pioneer Valley.

failed to find a buyer in a sale of mill

estimated from other houses in the Mackay

production. The real-life experience in fact

Melba’s memoirs describe Charles Armstrong

houses. The council then moved the house

district apparently built to the same design.

remained a nightmare never forgotten by

as the ‘manager of a sugar plantation in Port

some two kilometres downstream from its

The three interior rooms open to the public,

the diva herself.

Mackay’ and he is said to have been a supplier

original site in the mill grounds to its

with kitchen and toilet facilities at the rear,

of raw cane to the Marian Mill. However the

present location in Edward Lloyd Park, on

however, are a compromise interior layout

Memories, she wrote of that six-week,

records of the mill (today the largest sugar

the right-hand side of the main Eungella

necessitated simply to make the building

unbroken wet: ‘My piano was mildewed; my

mill in the region, processing much of the

Road from Mackay into Marian.

usable after years of neglect.

clothes were damp; the furniture fell to

valley’s cane) identify the house into which

pieces; spiders, ticks, and other obnoxious

the young couple moved on its completion

much earlier move some distance from the mill

public rooms is a large painting of Melba,

insects penetrated into the house—to say

in April 1883 as having indeed been built

and been made the chief engineer’s residence.

undertaken by local volunteers, based on a

nothing of snakes, which had a habit of

for the mill manager.

In her autobiography, Melodies and

saved from demolition

The building had already undergone a

In 2000 it was leased to the Pioneer Valley

appearing underneath one’s bed at the most

That house still exists. Open to visitors

inopportune moments. It rained and rained,

daily, it is today an attraction for tourists of

whose volunteers now operate the house as

a perpetual tattoo on the roof, and as the

all sorts but is a particular magnet for music-

a Melba memorabilia display, visitor centre

days passed by, and the weeks, I felt that I

lovers seeking the vicarious experience of an

and craft shop. The Melba memorabilia

should go mad unless I escaped. My only

extraordinary, but mercifully brief, episode

include the singer’s Broadwood upright

recreation was to sit on the veranda and to

into which young Nellie’s strength of will had

piano (no longer mildewed, as in her memoirs,

watch the luxurious tropical vegetation,

imprudently led her, but from which her

or frog-infested, as in TV’s Melba!) which

burdened with water, yet so hot that one

strength of will, equally, was able to wrest

bears the name of a Brisbane dealer,

could actually see the leaves unfold.’

her back to her destined path to become the

B.B.Whitehouse & Co.

This was at Marian (pronounced mary-an),
some 20 kilometres up the Pioneer River

world’s most celebrated soprano of her day.
She lived only a few months in what is

Tourism and Development Association,

there are no authentic photographs from

Dominating the largest of the three

familiar photograph of the singer taken in
Melbourne in 1886, shortly before her

I

Also on display is the lavishly produced

of the Sydney Opera House.
For the revered Australian conductor

she took the steamer, with her new-born son

all-Wagner concert by the orchestra (of

yet Dame Nellie Melba, the 22-year-old Mrs

RCA Australia (and happens to contain a

George, the only child she would ever bear,

which he was once a member) with the

Charles Armstrong from Richmond, Victoria,

booklet edited by the present writer).

was not long married to an immigrant

from Mackay back to Melbourne. She never

adventurer (English, he insisted, by birth

went—or looked—back.
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and, above all, their time—all of which made
the visit to Melba House possible.
Melba House is located in Edward Lloyd
Park, Eungella Road in Marian, via Mackay,
Queensland. It houses Melba memorabilia,
plus a visitor information centre, a shop
specialising in local arts and crafts, and a
refreshment room. It is open every day from
9am to 3pm. Admission is free.

Link: www.pioneervalley.com.au
Phone: (07) 4954 4299
This article originally appeared in the
August 2008 edition of The Sound Record,
the quarterly journal of the Phonograph
Society of NSW Inc. It is reproduced with
the kind permission of the author, Tony
Cane, and the Society.
Link: www.phonographsociety.org

n

second half.

ABC Jubilee project in 1982, jointly with

According to local tradition, the handsome

with transportation and local knowledge—

Symphony Orchestra in the first

1916 (VRL5 0365) which was issued as an

but impecunious Charles Armstrong was

Mackay for their generosity

television footage of the concert’s

around New Year 1884. On 19 January 1884

an Irish baronetcy.

in the sugarlands behind

Mackerras conducted the Sydney

today ‘Melba House’, from April 1883 to

Notwithstanding the sugar-sweet fortunes

Froyland of Victoria Plains

with the CD is a bonus DVD featuring

the central Queensland coast, in 1883. Not

and sentiment) who was distantly in line for

to Alan and Meralyn

t’s 35 years since Sir Charles

from the then frontier town of Mackay on

Today’s Melba House represents a

The writer is deeply grateful

Play it again: riches from the ABC

concert presented in the Concert Hall

LP set Melba—The American Recordings 1907–

departure for London.

it was a triumphant homecoming: an

greatest Wagnerian soprano of the 20th

The discs preserve the excitement
of one of the most memorable nights in
Australian music.
Mackerras’ ability to bring the best
out of the orchestra remains awe-inspiring.
The CD/DVD pack, number 4766440,
costs $34.95 (RRP).

century, Birgit Nilsson, in front of a

Also released is A Tribute to John

restoration said to be ‘as near as practicable’

euphoric first audience in an iconic

Cargher, a 3-CD set comprising two

to how the building probably looked externally

new venue.

complete Singers of Renown broadcasts,

on which the Marian Mill and its manager’s

in 1883. The pitch of the corrugated iron

residence were built, this modest structure

roof on which the rain beat its ‘perpetual

Classics is releasing the entire concert

Pleasure program. Number 4801379, RRP

and its claustrophobic associations must have

tattoo’ is said to be just as the original. While

in its Australian Masters series. Included

$34.95.
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It didn’t always close on Saturday night
Peter Pinne concludes his chronicle of intimate revue in Australia the ’50s and ‘60s
with his coverage of the scene in Perth.

‘In The D’Oyly Cart’ (Flanders/Swann)

First Act finale, ‘Caribbean Nights’ (Briers), was

This show is notable for two important

(Oranges and Lemons, 1948) had been seen

a number set in Rio at Carnival time, and the

show-business couplings: Frank Baden-Powell

in other states, but this was its Perth début.

Second Act closed with Noël Coward’s ‘The

and Coralie Condon later founded the highly

Also included were ‘Seven Ages Of Wisdom’

Party’s Over Now’ (Words And Music, 1932).

successful chain of Dirty Dick’s Theatre

(Flanders/Swann) (Airs on a Shoestring, 1953),

The West Australian’s Jill Meathrel called

he story of intimate revue in Perth

his impersonations. Satire was found in

revues and previous Repertory Theatre play

along with Alan Melville’s ‘The Trouble With

it ‘witty and elegantly vulgar’, and went on

subsequent marriage of Ron Graham and

began on 11 November 1951 when

Bodgies and Widgies (‘You Bring Out The

successes helped the company build a new

Miss Manderson’ (Going to Town, 1954). The

to say there were ‘moments of pure hilarity’

Judy Schonell produced the future star,

Coralie Condon, in an almost one-

Bodgie In Me’), government red tape (‘The

theatre in Pier Street, The Playhouse, and in

by Neville Teede as a belly dancer. She also

Marcus Graham.

woman effort, opened On the Beam at the

Civility Of Servants Is Not Strained’), tourists

1956 Repertory merged with Company of

Repertory Theatre, West Australian

in Paris (‘Chez Paris’), Hollywood (‘The

Four to create the National Theatre (Inc.).

Chambers, St Georges Terrace.

Thrilling Thirties’), fairytales (‘A Modern

T

The following year intimate revue was

‘Swan Like’ from At Your Convenience, 1960:
left to right Joan Bruce, Sally Sander, Michael
Laurence, Rosemary Barr.

singled out Baden-Powell, Meadows, Cole,
Graham and Clarke for praise.

Restaurants around Australia, and the

In 1959 Peter Batey devised and directed
the Playhouse’s new revue, Airs and Graces
(30 November 1959). It was the first of four

While Condon wrote, composed,

Fairy Tale’) and a new causeway that had

back on the schedule when It’s (13 June

directed and starred, the cast also included

recently been built in Perth (‘Opening Of

1957) opened at the Playhouse with a cast

The cast included Joan Bruce, Ron Graham,

her brother Jimmy ( James) Condon, Ian

The Causeway’).

headed by Michael Cole, Ron Graham,

Margaret Ford, Angela Watts, Bernard Shine,

Garry Meadows, Judy Schonell, Neville

Neville Teede and Lucille Waters. Scripts and

Millbank, Laurie Croisette, Harry Phipps,

Three years later Coralie Condon was

revues he would eventually mount there.

and Biddie Lawson, who also did

back at Repertory with On the Beam 1955

Teede, Stan Johnston, Bernadette Pratley,

music were by Kevin Dowling, John McKellar,

choreography and costumes. Musical

(28 October 1955). The cast included some

Frank Baden-Powell, Stan Johnston, Paula

Ron Fraser, Bill Higgins and Batey, with

direction was by Harry Bluck.

of her regulars, Jimmy Condon, Ian Millbank

Cantelo, Valma Boden and local radio

overseas contributions from Alan Melville,

and Harry Phipps, plus newcomers Michael

personality, Canada-born Buddy Clarke.

Charles Zwar, Michael Flanders and Donald

‘Fidelio’ in The West Australian called it

Direction, choreography and musical

‘sparkling’, and said it was ‘the brightest

Cole, Bernadette Pratley, Lynne Clancy,

“home grown” entertainment we have seen

Toby Krantz and Michael Dupre. Scripts,

direction were by Colleen Clifford, with

Higgins and Molly McGurk was on twin

in many years’. Subjects lampooned were

music, lyrics and direction were again by

Ossie Sanderson and Sylvia Caporn on twin

pianos, with Warren Ford on drums.

stage affectations, fashions and manners in

Coralie Condon, with musical direction by

pianos and Keith Whittle on drums.

the 1920s, politicians and a radio serial as

Harry Bluck’s Rhythmettes.

Swann. Musical accompaniment by Bill

Katharine Brisbane in The West Australian

Local material came from Norman

called it ‘a bright, sparkling intimate revue’.

Briers, Brian Horan, Coralie Condon and

She liked Teede’s, ‘Ghouls’ Day’ (Flanders–

mambo dance craze (‘International Mambo’),

Colleen Clifford, but there was also a good

Swann), thought Ford’s Brigitte Bardot–Sabrina

a re-enactment of the founding of Perth

space travel (‘Spaceland Saturday Night’),

sprinkling of songs and sketches from

skit was a tour-de-force (‘God Created Woman’/

interpreted by a musical comedy producer. It

another Hollywood skit (‘The Toast Of The

London revues by Alan Melville, Arthur

Dowling), and praised Bruce for a ‘steady

cleverly mixed indigenous and non-indigenous

Silent Screen’) and the opening of the Narrows

Macrea, Michael Flanders, Donald Swann,

series of parodies on female foibles’. The

in lyrical odes, had unexpected entrances of

Bridge. Profits from the three On the Beam

Noël Coward and Herbert Farjeon.

hits of the night were ‘Restoration Piece’

seen from inside the studio.
The most popular sketch was the finale,

This time her barbed pen skewered the

prancing ballet girls, with an eloquent
founding father, Captain James Stirling,

What’s Up?, 1963: left to right - Margaret Ford, Neville Teede, Joan Bruce, Bruce Wishart, Ron

overseeing it all. It was the hit of the show.

Graham, Frederick Lees, Leone Martin-Smith, Peter Collingwood, Eileen Colocott.

(Melville–Zwar) (A La Carte, 1948), which
had Teede, Bruce and Watts getting
confused with their Fs and Ss as they delivered

The show proved so popular that

their lyrics in 17th century style, the Playhouse

Coralie Condon returned the next year to

acoustics and Stanislavsky in ‘Method In

create On the Beam Again (12 September 1952),

Madness’ (Batey) and a (then visiting) Luton

with much the same cast. Jimmy Condon

Girls’ Choir send-up, ‘Maids Of Melody’

was back (this time billed as compère) as

(Dowling), performed by the girls of the

were Laurie Croisette, Ian Millbank, Harry

cast. Other targets were: marching girls

Phipps and Biddie Lawson who again

(‘Marching Girls’/Dowling), sneak previews

handled choreography and costumes. They

(‘Sneak Preview’/Batey), and the backstage

were joined by Gina Curtis, Jean Bullmore,

visitor after a first night (‘I Liked It’/McKellar),

Dane Gorn and Hazel Lewis. Harry Bluck

which was originally seen in Phillip Street’s

was back in the musical director chair,

Top of the Bill (1954). Other recycled Phillip

assisted by the ‘Rhythmettes’ (Sylvia

Street included ‘Members Of The Wedding’

Caporn, George Caro, Keith Whittle, Cliff

(McKellar), ‘Aunt Jenny’ (McKellar), ‘Miss

Adams and Ralph Filmer). Coralie Condon,

Gulliver Travels’ (Fraser) from Cross Section

who this time did not appear on stage, was

(1957) and ‘Christopher Robin’ (McKellar)

credited with ‘book, music and lyrics’ as well

from Hit and Run (1954). The show played

as direction.

until the end of the year, but business was

P.K. in The West Australian said the show

so good it was decided to open the New

succeeded because it had: ‘gay music, slick

Year with a return season.

dialogue and pretty girls.’ He thought

Fresh Airs and Graces opened 20 January

Millbank was the ‘funny man’ of the

1960 for a 10-performance run. The short

evening, and singled out James Condon for

revival retained the best of the old
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material, and inserted 11 new numbers. The
cast remained the same, as did the writers,
with a couple of additional numbers from
London by David Climie and Kenneth Smith.
Peter Batey again directed, but this time the
musical accompaniment was solo piano by
Bill Higgins, assisted by Paul Corbert on
bass, and Peter Sullivan on drums.
In The West Australian Katharine Brisbane
said the show had ‘new vigour’, and that
the cast had benefited from the previous
season by bringing more polish to their
performances. She thought this time Watts
was given a chance to shine in the comic
spotlight, and of the new material she

Left: At Your Convenience: left to right Margaret Ford, Neville Teede, Lionel Stevens.

singled out ‘Dance Drama’ (Batey), which

Above: Frank Baden-Powell, Colleen Clifford, Peter Batey, Coralie Condon.

ended Act One. The familiar items to score
again were the ensemble numbers
‘Restoration Piece’ and ‘Maids Of Melody’,
plus Teede with his ghoulish flag seller in
gave it an encore. It had originally been

by Bill Higgins, leading a four-piece group.

seen in Phillip Street’s Bats (1958). Bruce

Keith Flanagan headlined his West

with a revue, but also ended it with one. At

scored with ‘Coolgardie Tango’ (Dowling),

Australian notice ‘Slick Revue Sets New

Your Convenience (23 November 1960), again

Laurence with his self-penned Elvis parody

Standard,’ and went on to praise the entire

devised and directed by Peter Batey, was in

‘Romeo Rock,’ and Ford and Stevens mined

cast and the writing of Condon and

the same vein as its predecessor, Airs And

the laughs as a pair of public convenience

Wishart, which he thought had added ‘bite’.

Graces, although The West Australian critic

cleaners in Alan Melville’s ‘They Also

Katharine Brisbane said that though it ‘has

Serve’. Other London items included

housing, the election, and the lights of Perth.

one or two memorable items which in

Arthur Macrae and Richard Addinsell’s

‘Up The Maypole’ (Rasdell) from Phillip

themselves are worth an evening out, on the

operetta send-up, ‘Sweet Belinda’ (Lyric

Street’s Around The Loop (1957) gave

whole the material is unremarkable’. The

Revue, 1951), the same team’s ‘Ornamental

Collingwood a chance to cavort with the

cast again featured Margaret Ford, Joan

Orientals’ from the same show, Alan

cast for a funny finale to Act One; Bruce

Bruce, and Neville Teede, who were

Melville and Charles Zwar’s ‘Self Portrait’

Wishart recycled his ‘TV Anonymous’

augmented by Michael Laurence, Rosemary

(Sweetest and Lowest, 1946), and John Pritchett,

sketch, originally seen in Melbourne’s

Barr, Lionel Stevens, and Sally Sander. Twin

Peter Myers and Alec Grahame’s memorable

Arlen Revue, Further Off the Beach (1959),

pianos were back in the orchestra pit,

trading-in-the-old-for-a-younger-model ode,

and Ford made a meal of her ‘tarts with

played by Bill Higgins and Hilary Heimes,

‘Mr Henderson’ (After the Show, 1951).

’earts of gold’ number, ‘No Better Than She

The Playhouse not only opened 1960

with assistance from Paul Corbett on bass,
and Peter Sullivan on drums.
Most of the material came from the
pens of Peter Batey and Bill Higgins, with
other local contributions from Michael

It was to be three years before the

Subjects in line for satire included council

Should Be’ (Macrae–Addinsell) from Living

Playhouse tried revue again, and this time

For Pleasure (1959). The Kessey twins made

sitting in the director’s chair was the company’s

one appearance in the show, in ‘Two For The

resident artistic director, Edgar Metcalf.

Price Of One’, a specially written piece by

What’s Up? (27 November 1963) had a

Metcalf which the critic labelled ‘risqué’.

Laurence, Neville Teede and Kevin

cast that included old revue favourites

Dowling, plus London offerings from

Margaret Ford, Joan Bruce, Neville Teede

Arthur Macrae, Alan Melville, Charles

and Ron Graham, and newcomers Peter

Zwar, Peter Myers, Alec Grahame, Eric

Collingwood, Bruce Whishart, Leone

mounted another revue, and this time Peter

Maschwitz, Hermione Gingold, Richard

Martin-Smith, Eileen Colocott, Frederic Lees

Batey was back to devise and direct it for

Addinsell, Norman Dannatt, John Pritchett

and the Kessey Twins, Karen and Katherine.

them. Roll Out the Red Carpet (27 November

and Norman Hackforth.

Material was by Coralie Condon, Bruce

It was their farewell appearance before
they left for England
Five years passed before the Playhouse

1968) had a cast of eight: Margaret Ford,

Wishart, Neville Teede, Bill Higgins and Eric

Irene Inescort, Leone Martin-Smith, Ronald

Act opener, a burlesque of Swan Lake (‘Swan

Rasdell, with London contributions from

Falk, Mark Hashfield, Barry Underwood,

Like’), as performed by the ‘Stragglers

The Establishment revues, as well as Living

Jennifer Hagen and Batey himself. Harry

Wells’ with Ford as an hilariously impassive

for Pleasure (1958), Look Who’s Here (1960),

Bluck made a welcome return as musical

Odette. The audience loved it so much they

Beyond the Fringe (1961). Musical direction was

director, and Judy Schonell came on board

The highlight of the show was the Second
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article, because unbeknown to Batey at the

responsible for the majority of the material,

time, it was to have a major impact on his

which included a glorious creation, ‘Strella

future career.

Stralia’, an obvious distant relative of Barry

‘Ghouls’ Day’ and Ford as Brigitte Bardot in
‘God Created Woman’.

to handle choreography. Batey was

ON STAGE

In 1969 Peter Batey surfaced in Canberra

Humphries’ Edna Everage, who was played

as writer, devisor, performer and director

by Hagen, and used throughout the show.

with Reg Livermore, of Gone Potty or Is Your

Dressed in a blue satin crinolined gown

Lav Overtaxed? (26 February 1969). The show

daubed with flag and wattle, the character,

played a four-night season at the Canberra

according to The West Australian critic

Theatre, with a cast that also included Wendy

Donna Sadka, linked the various segments

Blacklock, Sue Walker and Livermore’s

with ‘perky and often pointed vivacity’.

sister, Helen.

Sadka also liked Ford’s send-up of
exercise guru Sue Becker (‘Sue Double
Decker’) ‘sipping “champers” while
demonstrating the all-Australian exercise of
flexing the elbow’, and as an intimidated
restaurant patron in ‘Dining Out’. The

‘The brightest and
funniest affair
Canberra had seen
for a long time.’
When it was discovered that the pianist

Cross Section (1957), and by Diana Bell in

who had been hired for the job was not up

Melbourne Little Theatre’s A Little More (1958).

to speed, Sandra McKenzie was a last minute

Other sketches to hit the mark were Batey as a

addition to the team as musical director.

souvenir manufacturer who makes emu-feather

Hope Hewitt in The Canberra Times said

toilet seats (‘Souvenir’), Underwood’s beatific

it was the ‘brightest and funniest affair

choir boy commenting on the congregation

Canberra had seen for a long time’.

to the strains of ‘Jesu, Joy Of Man’s Desiring’,

Some material had been recycled from

(‘Choir Boy’), and a send-up of the afternoon

Roll Out the Red Carpet: Blacklock did ‘Sue

TV series Beauty and the Beast (‘Beasties And

Double Decker’, Reg Livermore was an

The Beaut’).

obscene ‘Choir Boy’ and Batey played the

Roll Out the Red Carpet virtually brought

snooty waiter in the mime sketch ‘Dining

down the curtain on intimate revue in Perth

Out’. Helen Livermore was singled out as

during the ’50s and ’60s. The genre wasn’t

having the show’s ‘most original number’,

seen on stage again until Hole in the Wall

‘Fountain In The Square’, where she was a

presented the late night The Bernice Muldoon

plastic-encased bubble.

Aqua Follies in 1977.

Reg Livermore also scored as an ‘opera

Although Roll Out the Red Carpet was

prima donna, going mad in her mad scene’.

Peter Batey’s last revue in Perth, there’s one

He had played this role before. The finale

more important show to capture in this

of A Cup of Tea, a Bex and a Good Lie Down

Spring 2008

company doing a ‘Joan Sutherland in Lucia’s
mad scene’ to riotous effect.
Other subjects lampooned included
‘Ayers Rock’, ‘Sex Talk’, ‘Canberra Tourist’
and a Festival of the Arts at Murrumbateman.
It wasn’t the first time Batey and Reg
Livermore had worked together. They had
originally met as actors in Phillip Street’s
Cross Section (1957), but Gone Potty or Is Your
Lav Overtaxed? was the first time they had
collaborated on a show.
It was not to be their last.
During the ’70s and ’80s they made a
formidable team when Livermore created
and starred in—and Batey directed—all of
Livermore’s ground-breaking one-man
shows: Betty Blokk Buster Follies (1975),
Wonder Woman (1977), Sacred Cow (1979), Son
of Betty (1980), Firing Squad (1983), and his

latter, a mime piece, had originally been
done by Ruth Cracknell in Phillip Street’s

at Phillip Street in 1965 had the entire

ill-fated musical Big Sister (1989).
Gone Potty or Is Your Lav Overtaxed?
brings us to the end of our overview of
intimate revue in Australia in the ’50s and
’60s. The form still survives—the Sydney
Theatre Company’s annual Wharf Revue is a
good example—but these days the comment
is much more political.
Although satire in its Phillip Street style
had run out of steam by the mid-’70s, during
the previous two decades it had been a
glorious ride, not only for audiences, but
more importantly for the performers and
writers. In a genre that is frequently
undervalued, they put their stamp for posterity
on the Australian theatrical landscape.
Special thanks in the preparation of this
article to: Ivan King (Museum of Performing
Arts, His Majesty’s Theatre, Perth), Peter
Batey, Bevan Lee and Frank Van Straten. n
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Letters to the Editor
Thanks for the memories

As far as I can determine the initial

What a bumper issue is Winter 2008 On

release was Diaphon MTG–2, which was a

Theatre. And we still have the complete set

‘Multigroove-78’—which was simply a

of moveable letters in storage. The old sign

Stage! Terrific! What a pity you aren’t able
to reach out to a much larger audience. The
research that must have gone in that issue!
Fancy you digging up that sketch of me!
I remember Les Tanner came out to my
house in Sydney to do the sketch for an issue
of The Bulletin which would advertise two
recordings—one by Barry Humphries, the
other by me. I had forgotten about that
recording. I wonder if you have been able
to track that down.
Humphries as the Bunyip: Tantalising to
catch a glimpse of Arthur Boyd’s backdrop
in the background. I left it with a young
university student—Alistair Stewart I think
was his name—when I shot through from
Melbourne in 1961, and have never been
able to trace it since.
You might be interested to know how
Arthur’s sylvan scene backdrop for Love’s
Labours Lost happened to serve for The
Bunyip and the Satellite. I had asked David
Boyd to design a bushland scene but when
capital resources were running out I had to
call on Arthur’s work. Which reminds me: I
forgot to give credit to David’s wife, Hermia,
for designing the sets for Pygmalion.
- Peter O’Shaughnessy,

10-inch 78 with a fine groove designed to

was in use until five years ago when the state

provide six minutes of sound per side. It

government changed the regulations regarding

played at 78rpm with a standard 78 stylus.

work near power and tram lines. This

MTG–2 contained ‘Click Go The Shears’,

means we can no longer change it. Indeed,

‘Old Black Billy’, ‘Banks Of The Condamine’

due to rust, it is not lit at night, and the

and ‘Reedy River’. It was issued in July 1954.

same regulations stop us having it repaired!

The Diaphon 10-inch 33rpm LP of the
Sydney production was first reported in the

my list to be replaced by a modern
computer generated display.

January 1956. At best this was a modest
‘Selections from Showboat and Lovely to Look

General Manager,
The National Theatre,

At’, which sold only 666 copies between

St Kilda, Victoria

February 1953 and January 1956, but not
in the same league as DPR–6, ‘The Horrie
Dargie Farewell Concert’, which sold 11 521
copies in the same period (February 1953
to January 1956). I don’t have sales information
after January 1956.
Sales of Diaphon’s Multigroove–78s
were extremely limited. MTG–1 by ‘The
Musterers’ (‘Rum Jungle’, ‘Thunderbolt’,
‘Southern Side’ and ‘Lonesome’) was
released June 1954 and by January 1956
had sold only 66 copies. MTG–2 would not
have fared much better.
- Peter Burgis,
Port Macquarie, NSW

Lighting up

wonderfully misnamed Tyranny Watts (On

Can you please tell Gus [On Stage, Winter

Stage, Winter 2008).

2008] that the Metro backlit marquee sign

Athenaeum last May that Arky Elston (son

- Robert Taylor,

success, outselling Diaphon’s DPR–5,

Good on Gus for introducing us to the

Company’s production of Richard III at the

historical importance) the sign is high on

1337 copies between November 1954 and

Never trust Spellcheck

program for the Australian Shakespeare

I blush to admit that (not knowing its

press in December 1954. This disc sold

Winchester, Hants, UK

I was just as intrigued to learn from the

Streets, St Kilda, adorning The National

3D Shadowplay at The
Princess
The discovery of a cardboard 3D viewer

musical was set in ‘Shadow-graph Land’

revue in Adelaide, I’m happy to say that

and included the ensemble number ‘In The

Grahame Bond has come up with a rare

Shadows’ (an interpolation by the show’s

photograph of himself (below) and Peter

local musical director, Hamilton Webber),

Campbell in Candy Stripe Balloon at the

during which the cast performed behind a

Phillip Theatre in Sydney in 1969.

translucent white screen onto which their

This was Grahame’s first professional

shadows were cast by offset pairs of red

production. The revue was retitled Drip Dry

and green gelled stage lights. When the

Dreams for its Adelaide Festival season the

resulting shadows were viewed through

following year.

blue and red lensed ‘glasses’ provided to
the theatre patrons, they appeared to be
three-dimensional in form.

the new Elisabeth Murdoch Hall. I went on

- Peter Pinne,

the VTT organised tour of the Hall a couple

Brisbane, Queensland

The same 3D effect was demonstrated

this photo and for permitting its reproduction.

by the female silhouette printed on the

of months ago, and I was most disappointed

cover of the show’s program in offset

with its appearance. Whilst timber panelling

colours of light red and green. When the

is an appropriate choice acoustically, I found

silhouette is viewed through red and blue

its use with applied plywood contour lines

I have only recently become a subscriber to

lenses, ‘the figure becomes solid and stands

on every surface to be most ‘unfortunate’.

VTT and have received some back numbers

off from the program’, to quote the

The timber/plywood ‘chandeliers’ (above)
hover between hideous and kitsch.

accompanying caption.
Evidently a similar 3D shadow effect

I can but hope that the performance of

Whereabouts unknown

of On Stage which I have enjoyed immensely.
I would like to comment on two items:
Firstly, in Robert Morrison’s letter in the

was incorporated into a musical or variety

the Hall musically and functionally will live

Autumn 2008 edition, he quotes Frank Van

show staged at The Maj in the early 1930s.

up to Melbourne’s expectations for a

Straten saying he has not heard anything of

Recital Hall.

Eric Thornton since Lola Montez. I do not

1924 was also the year in which The

during renovations at Her Majesty’s

Maj. underwent its gender reassignment to

Theatre (On Stage, Winter 2008) brings to

Having got my knickers in a twist, I

know anything of his later career but I have

become ‘His Majesty’s’—just prior to the

might as well also express my concerns as

found out that he joined the D’Oyly Carte

mind an intriguing stage lighting effect that

Dame Nellie Melba season of Grand

to what those at the Arts Centre might do

Opera Company in London in 1950 and

was utilised in another Melbourne stage

Opera, which commenced there with a gala

to Hamer Hall to satisfy the political whim.

took several important roles. He took the

performance of La Bohème on 29 March, and

It was, of course, in the then Melbourne

part of Lord Mountararat in the 1952

production of the early 1920s.

for which the theatre was redecorated with

Concert Hall that John Truscott was able to

recording of Iolanthe but he did not make

be provided by the local staging of the

new seating and a new drop curtain. Why

do his very best work and, with areas of the

any further G&S recordings (References:

British musical comedy Mr Battling Butler,

A clue to the use of the 3D viewer may

such a change in the personal pronoun of

Truscott interiors in the Theatres Building

The Gilbert & Sullivan Companion by Leslie

which had a score by Philip Braham and

that palace of the performing arts occurred

having already been vandalised, I fear what

Ayre, and an untitled G&S discography—

Douglas Furber. It commenced at the ‘New’

almost 14 years into the reign of George V

might be in store for his interior and

author unknown).

Princess Theatre on Saturday 31 May 1924.

(and some 23 years since the accession to

finishes in Hamer Hall.

It starred Dorothy Brunton with the English

the throne of Edward VII) is not quite clear,

comedian Charles Heslop in the lead role

unless it had something to do with the

of Mr Alfred Butler.

formidable Dame Nellie launching the first

The second scene of Act 2 in the

of her ‘Farewell’ tours there!

that advertised current attractions is in fact

- Robert Morrison,

not the last one left in Melbourne?

East Doncaster, Victoria

The Victory Theatre’s marquee sign is

● Thanks for the detective work, Robert.

still up on the corner of Barkly and Carlisle

of director Glenn Elston) played a character
called ‘Edward, Prince of Whales’.

Secondly, in Winter 2008, Peter Pinne
- Michael Hipkins,

Richmond, Victoria

laments the lack of a reference book on
Australian musicals. Surely he is the person
to produce such a work. He has gone part

From the Bond store
Further to the On Stage Winter 2008
installment of my coverage of intimate

way in his Australian Performers, Australian
Performances (Performing Arts Museum, 1987).
And finally, a request for information.
Does anyone know anything of

We hope to publish a full account of the

the life or career of Barbara

now forgotten ‘Shadowgraph’ stage effect in

Wheatley? I knew her when she

a future edition of On Stage.

- James J. Duncan,

- The Editor

Strathmore, Victoria

worked in a record shop in the
old Her Majesty’s Arcade in
Sydney. She was a singer and I saw

Reedy River record
A short note to say how much I am

A hall of a worry

her in a production of Johann

First, my congratulations to you and the

Strauss’s operetta The Gipsy Baron

Committee on the quality of On Stage and

enjoying Peter Pinne’s On Stage series on

its continuing stream of interesting articles

home-grown musicals.

and comments.

I have been looking into the initial disc

However, the trigger for writing at this

releases of the Sydney production of Reedy

time was the article in The Age on 12 September

River, which opened on 5 December 1953.
Page 12

I’m indebted to Grahame for finding
showed a photograph of the auditorium of

in 1953. I thought it was a very
creditable performance. I would be
grateful for any information.
- Barry Badham,
Kincumber, NSW n

2008 which, apart from the political spin,
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Voices of the past: Kathleen Lafla

P

Peter Burgis introduces a new series which looks at the careers of
lesser-known Australian stage personalities of bygone days.

ut up your hand if you remember

Her potential was also recognised by

rich lower register, whilst she can soar away

Noël Coward, who recommended to

above C in alt, her compass extending over

mezzo-soprano who achieved

entrepreneur C.B.Cochran that she be

two and a half octaves. She has wonderful

engaged for his new 1928 Revue. Cochran

natural gifts and should go far in the

signed her up but illness prevented her from

profession which she has chosen. She

appearing. This misfortune appears to be a

realised to a remarkable degree the delicate

lost opportunity to gain a foothold on the

sentiment of the music of “Voi che sapete”.

(Thank you, you may now put your
hand down.)
She was born Eliza Jane Kathleen Burley
in Queensland in about 1893. Her father

West End stage.

In answer to a clamant recall she sang an

was Robert Burley and her mother was

extremely difficult aria by Rossini, “La

Elizabeth Burley. When she pursued a

Cenerentola”, a song which is rarely

stage career she adopted her mother’s

heard on account of its difficult range,

maiden name of Lafla. Kathleen attended

from low G to C sharp in alt. Miss Lafla

All Hallows Convent in Brisbane and

excelled in the low notes, singing with

showed early promise as a vocalist.

power and purity of tone, and her

It is likely she made her way to

her record two attractive Tin Pan Alley tunes,

his Band, Max Miller, and the delectable

‘Cryin’ For The Carolines’ and ‘The World

John Tiller Blackpool Palace Girls.

Is Waiting For The Sunrise’. The disc was

musician to establish a reputation in England.

not released—a sign of the times.

Contralto Eugenie Boland and violinist

Kathleen Lafla’s second recording was

Kathleen Lafla—the Brisbane

considerable fame in the British Isles in the 1920s.

Ernest Butcher, Billy Danvers, Bertine and

made on 11 February 1930 and issued on

The girl from Brisbane was also a

Mr J.F.Chadwick.

tonic to the eye. On her appearance

sellers and with the onset of the Great

prior to the outbreak of the 1914 war. And

Depression, Kathleen disappears from view;

there were others. However Kathleen obtained

tune is not the Leo Robin and Russ Columbo

the arrival of World War II in 1939 would

considerable notoriety in the 1920s singing

1931 hit (revived in 1946 by Perry Como)

not have helped. On the evidence available

in both opera theatres and music halls. She

but is an obscure song composed by Andy

I can only surmise that at some time in the

was warmly received by audiences and music

Razaf and Thomas Waller, registered on

1930s our heroine hung up her stage boots.

critics. Her face appeared on sheet music covers

18 November 1929. Nobody else ever seems

The next reference I have found to her

to have recorded this song, so our lass

is a death notice in the English press (including

appears to have the distinction of being the

the misspelling of her first name). It reads:

first Aussie singer to record a Fats Waller
composition. I am not sure if this is how
she would prefer to be remembered!
On 11 June 1930 her record company had

LAFLA — On 29 September 1986,
peacefully in hospital, CATHLEEN
(singer), aged 93. Inquiries to

Australia: Melbourne

‘This property is very interesting as it
demonstrates changes in Victoria’s 20th

Lafla is one of the few women left on

The colourful history of the century-old

the Heritage Council’s Kristal Buckley,

prominent opera star, born in California

the stage with long hair. Since she

GTV–9 Studios in Bendigo Street,

announcing the decision on 9 September.

in 1862 and a pupil of Mathilde Marchesi

usually dresses in those lovely, tight-

Richmond, has been recognised by the

(1821–1913), who had taught Melba a thing

bodiced, bouffant-skirted frocks

Heritage Council of Victoria.

or two about singing.

which are becoming so fashionable,

one reviewer commented: ‘Kathleen

from Madame Emma Nevada, a

The original 1908 building has been

century social and economic history,’ said

An existing heritage overlay prevented
alterations to the exterior of the original
Wertheim structure without obtaining

her long hair is a great asset.

home, in turn, to the Wertheim piano factory,

Gowned in one of Guy de Gerald’s

Heinz Soups (from 1935) and (from 1955)

the London Old Vic, a venerable old

masterpieces, she looks as though

Channel Nine. Its legendary Studio Nine

Victoria had been sitting idle since 1986

theatre that opened in 1818. The music

she had just stepped down from

has housed In Melbourne Tonight, The Don

but it was pursued by the City of Yarra

one of those heavily gilt frames

Lane Show, New Faces, Hey Hey It’s Saturday,

when the site was put on the property

with which our grandparents loved to

Sale of the Century, Who Wants To Be a

market. Channel Nine later withdrew its

surround their portraits.’

Millionaire?, The Footy Show and Temptation.

intention to sell.

The young Queenslander made her
vocal début in Paris and later migrated to

critics gave her the thumbs up, as these
reviews reveal…

To help

‘Kathleen Lafla made a charming

recuperate, Kathleen took a sea voyage to

“Cherubino”. The character suits her to

South Africa where she undertook singing

perfection. “Voi che sapete” sung by her and

engagements in the British Empire’s

as, in 1929, the Columbia Graphophone

finely accompanied by the orchestra, was an

outpost, starting with concerts in Durban.

Company in London enlisted Kathleen to

absolutely flawless thing’ (The Daily Telegraph)).

It would not be an exaggeration to

make some 78rpm records. The first two

and she was contracted to both the BBC
and one of Britain’s biggest record companies.
Not many singers of yesterday or today
can boast a repertoire which includes songs
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Arnold Bax,
Noël Coward and Fats Waller.
She did well.

n

All the world’s a stage
Small screen shrine

She undertook singing lessons in Paris

Nora McKay both achieved musical success

coupled with ‘A Prisoner Of Love’. The latter

applause.’

by 1924 she was married to a

Kathleen Lafla was not the first Queensland

Regal MR-38. The titles are ‘Silv’ry Moon’

performance evoked a storm of

London at the end of World War I and

Her two Regal records were only modest

Harrison, Bradfield (0734) 744437.

Fortunately we can still enjoy her singing

council approval.
A nomination for listing with Heritage

Australia: Sydney
Star struck
Sydney has lost another commercial theatre.
The Star Theatre at Star City Casino
will close in December. After several
months of refurbishments, it will become a
700–750 seat venue for one-off shows such
as Morning Melodies and comedy nights.
The Star Theatre opened in February
2008 with The Rocky Horror Show—its first
and last major musical.
Shows that were expected to play the
Star Theatre—including Buddy—have been
relocated to Star City’s other theatre, the
larger Lyric.
The alterations will allow the main
gaming floor to be extended.
In its previous incarnation as the Star

define Kathleen Lafla as a versatile

songs she recorded were ‘The Heart Of The

City Showroom, the venue housed several

Kathleen Lafla, a mezzo-soprano who in

musician. She was engaged to sing in

Sunset’ and ‘Carolina Moon’. She sang the

musicals including Leader of the Pack and

addition to having a voice of exceptional

Coleridge-Taylor’s Hiawatha, the Bach Mass

latter number in a Lawrence Wright revue

Oh! What a Night.

quality, each note being round and even,

in B Minor, Elgar’s The Dream of Gerontius

called On With the Show which was staged at

has an enviably dramatic temperament. She

and Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas. She

a Theatrical Garden Fete at Stanley Park,

sang the seldom heard and extremely fine

performed with the Carl Rosa Opera

Blackpool, on 17 July 1929, to raise funds

air from Gounod’s Sappho and Rossini’s La

Company and enjoyed singing the songs of

for Blackpool’s Victoria Hospital. The

Cenerentola. In this aria the flexibility of her

contemporary English composers such as

company included Norman Long, Gladys

Brisbane’s threatened Regent Cinema will

voice was greatly to be admired’ (The

Arnold Bax. She also worked the music

Watson and Fred Walmsley, with music from

be renovated into a home for the city’s film

Cologne Gazette).

halls and appeared in seaside concerts. Her

Jan Ralfini’s Band. It is Ralfini’s Band that

and television industry, as well as a

main ambition, however, remained to

accompanies Kathleen on her disc, which

boutique cinema.

the BBC. In one radio recital she sang four

succeed in opera and the critics were

was recorded in London on 10 May 1929

songs written by Francesco Malipiero

supportive.

and issued as Regal G-9316.

‘Special mention should be made of

By 1928 Kathleen was broadcasting with

(1882–1973), a modern Italian composer

A Belfast newspaper heaped praise

Australia: Brisbane
Grand vision triumphant

Deputy Premier Paul Lucas said the
cinema would become the cultural heart

Amongst a host of stars appearing in

and operational centre for the industry

whose tunes, which scorned traditional styles,

upon her: ‘Australian vocalist Kathleen

various sketches at the Blackpool Garden

under a plan devised with developer

caused quite a stir in London.

Lafla is a dramatic mezzo-soprano with a

Fete were Ella Shields, Muriel George,

Brookfield Mulitplex.
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The heritage-listed cinema boasts a

Theatre in New Farm, Harvest Rain is

the executive

grand marble staircase, stone walls,

starting a new life as the resident company

producer of an

warfare. Desperately needed government

for Covent Garden’s Rigoletto, in which he

bronzework, candelabras, oil paintings,

at the Queensland Performing Arts Centre.

Olympic event,’

funds have been held up for almost three

was an extra, he was happy to oblige. But

with artists and documentary footage, and

he said. ‘It’s a

years by the failure to agree on a new industry-

now, seven years on and with the poster

first-night cast lists going back to 1946.

wide contract.

still in use, the now-established actor has

In the near future readers will be able

had an attack of the blushes, claiming a

to post reviews, and more full performances

glittering chandeliers and miniature

Artistic director Tim O’Connor said the

Italian opera is regularly racked by internal

Pace was asked to appear naked in a poster

about opera and ballet.
The website includes trailers, interviews

balconies. It was designed by Charles

decision to move was not made lightly. ‘We

different kettle of

Hollinshed (best known in Melbourne for

have known for about three years that we’ve

fish from putting

his work on the Comedy and His Majesty’s)

outgrown the building, and we also knew that

on a Las Vegas

the daily La Stampa recalled that its summer

crucial part of his anatomy has been air-

are promised.

and was part of Hoyts’ nation-wide Regent

the owners had other plans for the space, so

show.’

performances drew audiences of up to 16 000.

brushed unflatteringly, making it appear

Link: www.roh.org.uk/video

cinema chain. It opened in November 1929

we began to make plans to relocate.’

much smaller than it is in real life.

with 2586 seats.
Mr Lucas stepped in earlier this year to

This letter

That such a company should rack up such a

The plans include opening a training

from Lyn Alg

vast debt was, it said, ‘seemingly inexplicable’.

centre at Mina Parade in Alderley. This will

was typical of

save the cinema after a public outcry over

house Harvest Rain’s many theatre training

many published in the Vancouver Globe and

plans by Brookfield Multiplex for a city

programs and its new internship program

Mail: ‘Who is this jerk, David Atkins? Another

office tower on the site.

in 2009.

of the many losers that the committee has

Harvest Rain’s last show at Sydney Street

hired recently? Please, don’t embarrass

has offered free tickets to two of his West
End musicals to bank employees who lost

production of Peter Pan at the Cremorne

will never even come close to the Beijing

their jobs in the credit crunch.

Theatre on 8 January.

performance but, please, oh pretty please,

‘Free tickets might offer some respite for

try to come at least remotely close. And

some of those people,’ the entrepreneur-

the Queensland Performing Arts sector,’

that entails firing this jackass David Atkins—

composer said.

QPAC artistic director, John Kotzas, says,

whoever he is!’

works. We hope that this relationship will
see the creation of some great theatre.’

Canada: Vancouver
Circus no show

Pairs of free tickets were available for The

Italy: Verona
Arena arrears
The mighty Arena at Verona, renowned for

Opera lovers can now watch

Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat

of Mozart’s Don Giovanni free of

at the Adelphi—but on production of a current

charge online on the

P45 form to prove employment termination.

company’s newly-designed
website.

the new Royal Opera House

political interference, miserly sponsorship

Brisbane International Film Festival and the

closing ceremonies.

and, not least, deep cuts in government

At one point, Cirque was in discussions

Opera for the people

‘albeit for a couple of hours’.

2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics opening or

process by the organising committee.

UK: London

list of bankrupt Italian opera houses.

Film and Television Commission, the

funding made by the last Silvio Berlusconi
Government, which was in office until 2006.
The culture ministry has appointed a
senior official, Salvatore Nastasi, to take

It is incorporated into Kings Place, a
£100m ($A242m) office-arts complex near
St Pancras Station.

filmed on the opening night of

plot: poor management, vicious infighting,

commercial operation or of leasing them to

House has agreed to stop using the poster.

affected by the current financial downtown,

a mix as heady and complex as any opera

A source close to the company blames

opening of the Barbican in 1982.

As a result of his complaints the Opera

the Covent Garden production

The financial failures are the product of

Property developer Peter Millican has given
London its first concert venue since the

Sound of Music at the London Palladium and

Lord Lloyd Webber said he hoped his

Place fit for a king

and the films Three and Mamma Mia!.

‘feel-good shows’ would cheer up those

Cirque du Soleil will not be part of either the

the tight control exerted over the creative

Since his bit part in Rigoletto, di Pace

UK: London

has appeared in The Catherine Tate Show,

Roman amphitheatre, has joined a growing

Despite high expectations, Canada’s famous

have the option of running the cinemas as a

‘made it look like he barely had one at all’.

its open-air performances in the city’s

three cinemas and a home for the Pacific

Premier Anna Bligh said she could not

Theatre impresario Andrew Lloyd Webber

Olympics ceremonies. We know that you

for local artists and producing new theatre

another operator.

The sound of a gimmick?

partnership with QPAC will start with a

Harvest Rain in developing opportunities

Asia Pacific Screen Awards. The PFTC will

UK: London

Canada after the magnificent Beijing

‘and we’re delighted to collaborate with

In fact, the Opera House has been accused
of ‘shrinking’ his manhood so much that it

Theatre is The Sound of Music. Its new

‘QPAC is committed to strengthening

The complex will be renovated into

Commenting on the crisis at the Arena,

The performance was

season on 8 September.

UK: London

To attract new audiences, the Royal

In an elegant design by Dixon-Jones,

Opera invited The Sun newspaper readers to

architects of the transformed Royal Opera

enter a ballot to buy tickets for the performance,

House and National Portrait Gallery in

which was also broadcast live to the

London, the lobby and basement have

Aspiring actors often cast aside their shyness

18-strong Picturehouse cinema chain—

become spaces for music and art, with

—and their clothes—in search of that elusive

another first for Covent Garden.

entrances separate from the offices.

Airbrush with fame, or The Shrinking
Bit Part

big break.
So when Argentinian-born Juan Pablo di

The Royal Opera’s new multimedia
website aims to make it easier to find out

The concert venue, Hall One, is three
storeys tall and is built to the regular

not simply to appear, but also to be executive

over the Arena Foundation. Under Italian

shoebox geometry—a double cube—classically

think of a ‘grander vision then to breathe

director of both ceremonies. However

law the government has to take over a

considered most successful for small concert

new life into the Regent, while retaining a

Australia’s David Atkins (pictured) was

foundation if for two successive years its

halls. Curtains can be used to modify the

functioning cinema complex within the

appointed as the ceremonies’ executive

losses come to more than 30% of its assets.

acoustic for speech or amplified music. The

building. People will be able to go to see a

director in September 2007.

Nastasi is also running the great San Carlo

hall seats 420–300 in the gently raked stalls

movie on weekends and public holidays,

Asked if Cirque had wanted to direct

opera house in Naples, which was put into

and around the auditorium, and a further

while during the week it will be a vibrant

the ceremonies, public relations director

special administration in August 2007. The

120 in the upper gallery.

artistic centre,’ she said. Also see On Stage,

Renée-Claude Ménard said: ‘Of course. That

debts of the San Carlo, whose past artistic

Autumn 2008.

is the thing that we do—we have creative

directors include Rossini and Donizetti, had

come from the same 500-year-old German

control. We work with partners and have

reached €19.7m ($A35m). The Carlo Felice

oak tree. That one tree has produced an

them accompany us and endorse us, but

in Genoa was put into special administration

acre of superb veneer, which now covers

you either employ us to do it, or you don’t.’

in July.

the panels, columns, roof coffers, the backs

Australia: Brisbane
Happy Harvest

David Guscott, executive vice-president

All the oak veneer inside Hall One has

Although Italy’s economy has grown

of the seats and the doors and the desks.

Brisbane’s Harvest Rain Theatre Company

of the Vancouver celebrations, said he was

only spasmodically since the late 1990s, the

is on the move.

disappointed that Cirque had withdrawn,

crisis in the nation’s most beloved art form

panelling in Hall Two. ‘You’re sitting inside

but understood its reasons. ‘This is being

is a symptom of broader woes.

a single tree,’ says architect Jeremy Dixon.*

After 23 years at its Sydney Street
Page 16
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The veneer has also been used for the
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The rent from tenants, including The

The service will be available for a monthly
subscription fee of $US14.99 ($A18.87) or

damage throughout,’ says Christopher T.

devoted to the auditorium, a 200-seat space

$US149.99 ($A188.70) for a full year.

Cowan of Beyer Blinder Belle Architects,

for concerts or conferences, rehearsal rooms

Individual videos and audio recordings can

‘but by luck and happenstance most of the

and a restaurant. The London Sinfonietta

also be streamed for small fees.

interior detailing is intact. Even most of the

Guardian newspaper, allows space to be

and the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment
will now be based at Kings Place.

A preview of the service is available at
metplayer.org/preview.

festival on 1 October.
Link: http://www.kingsplace.co.uk

USA: New York

light fixtures are original.’
Madison Square Garden Entertainment
president, Jay Marciano, says, ‘We view the

Kings Place opened with a five-day

USA: New York
Relighting a Beacon
The Beacon, at 2124 Broadway, at West

Beacon as iconic, a beloved city landmark.
Restoring it will be good for New Yorkers
and a profitable business venture.’
The cost will be recouped during the

74th Street, is familiar to generations of

lease, and ticket prices, which range from

New Yorkers as a palatial movie house, a

$US25 ($A31.50) to $US125 ($A157.30),

The bubbly off-Broadway spectacle known

run-down performance space and, in recent

will not increase.

as Gazillion Bubble Show has had its bubble

decades, the Carnegie Hall of rock.

Bubble trouble

‘I saw miracles happen!’

The Beacon ‘is very worn, and there is

The refurbishment includes a new maple
stage floor, new concession stands and

burst. A spokesperson for the show at New

The 78-year-old 2800-seat theatre is

World Stages confirmed that 3.4 tons of its

undergoing a six-month, $US15m ($A18.87m)

dressing rooms. The 1929 sconces and lighting

special bubble solution and 6000 bubble-

restoration by Madison Square Garden

fixtures are being rewired, and the original

blowing toys had been stolen from its New

Entertainment, a division of Cablevision

ceiling, wall and mural lighting will be brought

Jersey warehouse.

Systems, which has leased it for 20 years.

back. A long-lost oil-on-canvas mural will

At the Live Performance Australia’s Helpmann Awards ceremony in the Lyric Theatre, Star City, Sydney,
on 28 July 2008, VTT patron Sue Nattrass AM accepted the prestigious James Cassius Williamson Award in
recognition of her achievements in the performing arts. Here is her acceptance speech…

I

n early December 1963 I walked in the

there were three big commercial theatre

Helpmann Awards had been first presented

stage door of the Tivoli Theatre in

companies who owned the theatres in which

in 1961 instead of 2001, there would have

Melbourne to start my first job in the

they played and the workshops that made

been a fraction of the 42 awards being

big commercial theatre. I was 22 and

their productions; and they trained most of

presented tonight. The breadth of the art

unbelievably naive by today’s standards.

their technicians ‘on the job’.

form was just not evident in the mainstream.

I had already worked on satirical review

Lighting design as such hardly existed

When the Victorian Arts Centre was being

at the [now] long-defunct

opened, George Fairfax took

Arrow Theatre, and on Barry

the gamble to appoint me as

Humphries’ show A Nice

operations manager, and I was

Night’s Entertainment as a

later trusted to take over from

lighting board operator. The

George as CEO. Without these

latter job was thanks to the

mentors over the years showing

producer, Clifford Hocking,

faith in me I could not have

being prepared to employ a

had the long career I’ve had.

female in that role—an

In response, I have tried since

unprecedented occurrence.

to show faith and trust in

A technical colleague

younger colleagues and give

from the Union Theatre
Repertory Company
convinced the management

them opportunities.
The Arts Centre and the

Sue Nattrass accepts the 2008 James Cassius Williamson Award from
Foxtel’s Kim Williams

AM. Image: Live

Melbourne Festival showed me

Performance Australia.

at the Tivoli—a variety

another side of the arts— the

theatre— that a woman could

one that exists through the

be a stage manager on their

complex but necessary

first big musical, The Wizard of

relationships with government.

Oz. It was the first time the

The Beacon was the brainchild of

be recreated from contemporary photographs.

creator and renowned bubble artist Fan Yan

impresario Samuel L. (‘Roxy’) Rothafel,

Special attention is being paid to the

and his wife, Ana, to create eye-popping

who commissioned a Chicago architect,

auditorium’s multicoloured, Moorish-

bubbles of substantial shape and size—

Walter W. Ahlschlager, to design a vaudeville

inspired ceiling that presents the stage as if

including square and smoke-filled bubbles and

and silent-film theatre called Roxy’s Midway.

it were behind the open flap of a giant tent.

record-breaking spheres which can encircle

It was intended to be part of the Roxy

up to four children—takes two months to make.

circuit, joining Rothafel’s famous 1927 Roxy

elephants will be restored, and specialists

The show carries six weeks’ worth of

Theatre on West 50th Street, the legendary

will repair and repaint sculptures of

solution in stock, so fortunately no

‘Cathedral of the Movies’, demolished in

animals, masks, urns and statues of Greek

performances were affected.

1960. The Midway, a smaller version of the

figures. And a stunning 9.14m high

Link: www.bubbleart.com/GBS-1.htm

Roxy, boasted a neoclassical rotunda, a

Venetian-inspired feature lighting fixture is

pastiche of Greek, Roman, Renaissance

to be refurbished.

The sudsy specialty solution, which allows

USA: New York
Meeting the Met

and Rococo elements, and an ‘Arabian
Nights’ fantasy motif.
When the stock market crashed in 1929

The Metropolitan Opera has introduced an

the theatre was taken over by Warner Bros.

online service providing video and audio

and renamed the Beacon.

recordings of its productions. The service,

In the 1970s, the Beacon almost became

Murals depicting caravans and

More than 1800m2 of custom-patterned
wool carpeting in gold, yellow, green and
maroon will adorn the lobbies, auditorium
and stairways.
Says Christopher Cowan: ‘So few
venues like this are left. We are unveiling a

Met Player, began on 22 October. It provides

a grocery store; in the 1980s it was nearly

true work of art.’ The Beacon will reopen at

access to 120 audio recordings and 50 full-

jackhammered into a cavernous disco.

the beginning February.

length operas selected from the Met’s vast

Somehow it escaped becoming a multiplex.

archives. More will be added in coming months.

But years of neglect have had an upside.
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understanding of the value of

‘book’ show. This was the

the arts and the power they have

first time that I had worked

to foster understanding and to

with a large technical crew

bring people and communities

(about 40-odd); and it was

together. I saw the influence of

the first time this very

creative minds in changing

experienced and diverse

attitudes and breaking down

crew had worked the stage
with a woman.
They were hard to get close to, but once

ON STAGE

prejudices. I saw miracles
Sue with Kenn Brodziak

OBE, at

the first

J.C.Williamson Award presentation, 1998.

happen! I also saw joy on many faces as the
art touched them.

I achieved that, they were fiercely supportive

Star of the musical 1776 Lewis Fiander, with

and loyal and taught me a lot about the

Sue, choreographer Betty Pounder and

broadly valued and to enhance all parts of

theatre, and about sides of life I had never

director Gordon Hunt, 1971.

our thinking and our lives. It is in our hands

seen before. In a sense they, and the
diversity of people I worked with at
J.C.Williamson’s over 17 years, were the
tutors of my ‘finishing school’.
The changes in our business that have
occurred during my working life have been
immense. In the early ’60s there were no
arts centres; Opera Australia, NIDA and
The Australian Ballet were fledgling
organisations; the Australia Council didn’t

www.beacontheatre.com/restoration.html n

I also gained a much better

company had attempted a

exist, neither did the state arts ministries;
there was almost no subsidised theatre;
Spring 2008

and certainly no-one was earning a living as
a specialist lighting designer. Sound systems
were very primitive and never used to
enhance orchestras or pit bands. Performers
were expected to have only one skill—acting,
or singing, or dancing, or playing an instrument.
Australian culture was also fledgling.
Very few Australian plays or musicals had
been produced—and we hadn’t discovered
the strength and power of Indigenous work;
there was very little contemporary dance,
puppetry, and few arts festivals. If the

The time is now ripe for creativity to be

to push that forward.
It has been a great ride for me, occasionally
bumpy, but with the help of my colleagues
those bumps were smoothed.
Thank you to the thousands of artists,
technicians, creative personnel and
administrators who have made the past 46
years fun (we have laughed and cried a lot
together)—it’s been hard work, fulfilling and
will be great to look back over, in my even
older age.
Thank you!

n
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Winging it
In Part 5 of her account of Arthur Wing Pinero in Australia, Elisabeth Kumm chronicles The Rocket,
a play later dismissed by its author as ‘little more than a pot boiler’.

P

inero wrote The Rocket for Edward

who soars aloft towards prosperity in Acts

Terry (1844–1912), an English

One and Two, to ‘come down like a stick’

comedian who is best remembered

in Act Three. While holidaying on the

impostor and a cheat, and that his daughter is
really his niece.5
The first performance took place at the

Don Caesar de Bazan, Little Doctor Faust,

as the Chevalier Walkinshaw, and was very

in Sydney on 21 September 1889. The

Jeames and New Brooms.

funny, but his support was ragged, and thin
audiences saw the piece for a week.’10 The

principal roles were performed by:

Terry returned to London for Christmas,
when The Rocket was produced at the Gaiety

local critic in The Sydney Morning Herald

Theatre on 10 December 1883. The cast for

concurred with this summation, reporting:

the first London production was largely the

‘It cannot, however, rank amongst Mr Pinero’s

same as the provincial one:

most successful efforts, being not nearly so

for his portrayal of eccentric characters.

Continent, his reputed daughter, Florence,

Prince of Wales’s Theatre, Liverpool, on

Lady Hammersmith: Maria Jones

Terry commenced his stage career in 1863,

attracts the attention of a young man Joslyn

30 July 1883. The cast comprised:

Florence: Florence Sutherland

performing with various provincial

Hammersmith. Joslyn is heir to a fortune

companies.

and the Chevalier readily gives his consent

In September 1867 he made his first

to their marriage, and on meeting Lady

appearance on the London stage playing

Hammersmith, Joslyn’s widowed mother,

Finnikin Fussleton in A Cure for the Fidgets.

he sets about wooing her himself.

By August 1869 he was at the

Lady Hammersmith: Maria Jones
Florence: Florence Sutherland
Rosaline Fabrequette: Ethel Castleton
The Chevalier Walkinshaw: Edward Terry
Joslyn Hammersmith: H.C.Sidney
John Mable: Mark Kinghorne

Strand Theatre, where he

Lord Leadenhall: John W. Adams

attracted much attention as the
King of Toledo in the first

Also on the bill was F.C.Burnand’s

production of H.J.Byron’s

burlesque Robbing Roy; or, Scotched

burlesque The Pilgrim of Love.1

and Kilted (1879).

Terry remained at the Strand

In spite of the absurdity of the

for seven years, perfecting his

plot, Terry’s performance was

comic technique in burlesques and

deemed by the Liverpool Mercury to

comedies. In 1876 he became a

be a resounding success: ‘Never do

member of John Hollingshead’s

we remember having seen Mr Terry

famous Gaiety Company, where it

to more advantage, or in a character

was remarked that the ‘sacred
lamp of burlesque’ burned.2

which better suited his extraordinary

Together with Ellen Farren,

same paper declared: ‘It abounds in

E.W.Royce and Kate Vaughan, he

rich jokes, splendid situations… In it

became one of the company’s

we recognise another valuable

principal performers, and as the

addition to the already brilliant list

Gaiety Quartet they attracted

of English comedies, and one which,

many admirers. The long list of

from its peculiar characteristics,

burlesques in which they
appeared brought them and

entitles it to rank among the foremost
of its finest specimens.’6 In a letter

Hollingshead much fame.

to Henry Arthur Jones, written in

versatile abilities.’ Of the play, the

According to Macqueen-Pope,

August 1883, Pinero admitted that

Terry earned £100 per week and

the composition of ‘a play of the

was also allowed to take time off

substance of The Rocket calls for little
mental strain’.7 In later years he was

for touring which he did religiously
every autumn.3
In 1883, during one of his provincial
tours, Terry produced Pinero’s three-act

Edward Terry, the original Captain Walkinshaw
in Pinero’s The Rocket, London, 1891.
Like Baron Coodle, the impecunious

rather ashamed of it, dismissing the play as
little more than a ‘pot boiler’.8
Terry and his London Comedy Company

Rosaline Fabrequette: Dolores Drummond
The Chevalier Walkinshaw: Edward Terry
Joslyn: H.C.Sidney
John Mable: Mr A. Beaumont
Lord Leadenhall: John W. Adams
The Rocket was withdrawn on 30 January
1884 in order to ‘give way to the relighting
of the sacred lamp of burlesque’, a new
piece from the pen of F.C.Burnand, which

clever or amusing as The Magistrate and
other plays from the pen of the same
author…The house was well filled, and
although considerable merriment was evoked
at some of the situations, it is not likely that
The Rocket will have a prolonged run.’11

Florence: Lilian Seccombe
Rosaline Fabrequette: Fanny Enson
The Chevalier Walkinshaw: Robert Brough
Joslyn Hammersmith: Percy Lyndal
John Mable: A.T.Hilton
Lord Leadenhall: Robert Inman
Once again Robert Brough’s skill as a
comedian was evident and as the Chevalier
he made a strong impression. No doubt his
characterisation owed much to Edward

Reeve’s make-up…was
seen as ‘unnecessarily
forbidding and
grotesque’.

Terry’s original portrayal, as Brough had
played John Mable at the Gaiety Theatre in
London when The Rocket was produced there
in July 1884, but as the reviewer suggests,
Brough may have taken his performance one
step further: ‘The egotistical, cruel, utterly

took the form of Camaralzaman, .
Since its initial production in Liverpool,

Lady Hammersmith: Miss E. Romer

The review makes little reference to

heartless character of the sybaritical

The Rocket had played 136 times. It was

Wybert Reeve’s performance other than to

Walkinshaw is well limned by the author,

subsequently produced at the Gaiety

say that it amounts ‘almost to a burlesque’.

and Mr Brough gives a capital interpretation

Theatre from 28 July 1884 for three weeks,

When Reeve appeared in Melbourne a few

of it. It is a thoughtful and effective piece of

and from 31 January 1885 for a week. It was

weeks later, opening in The Rocket on 24 July,

acting, intelligent as well as amusing. He is

also revived during Terry’s 1884 provincial

the cast was somewhat altered:

particularly good in the last act, where the

tour, at which time he also introduced Pinero’s
comedy In Chancery for the first time. Terry
and members of the Gaiety Company also
took the piece through the London suburbs
during mid-1885, and it figured again during
Terry’s 1885–86 tour of the provinces. Thereafter,
it continued to be revived periodically by
Terry on tour and at Terry’s Theatre in London
(which he managed from 1887-1910).9
In Australia, Wybert Reeve was behind
its first performance, having already produced
three of Pinero’s plays with mixed success.
The Rocket was produced for the first time
in Australia on 19 June 1886 at the New
Opera House in Sydney, opening a short
two week season which also saw Reeve and
members of the Bijou Company from
Melbourne in Duty Bound. The principal
characters in The Rocket were played by:

comedy The Rocket for the first time. Pinero

old scoundrel in The Money Spinner, the

remained at Liverpool for a week, after which

had written this play especially for Terry and

Chevalier’s prime aim is to acquire money,

they visited Belfast, Dublin, Limerick, Cork,

was in Liverpool for the final rehearsals and
opening night.4 This was Pinero’s seventh

and he does whatever it takes to get it. By

Lady Hammersmith: Mrs Edouin Bryer

Bradford, Preston, Glasgow, Dundee,

all accounts, the Chevalier is a thoroughly

Florence: Emily Fitzroy

Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Newcastle, Hull,

Rosaline Fabrequette: Nellie Bryer

full-length play, his earlier pieces being La

unscrupulous character without any

Leeds, Sheffield, Birmingham, Manchester,

Comète (1878), The Money Spinner (1880),

redeeming qualities. The convoluted plot

The Chevalier Walkinshaw: Wybert Reeve

concluding with another week in Liverpool.

Joslyn Hammersmith: Brian Darley

Lady Hammersmith: Mrs Edouin Bryer
Florence: Lucia Harwood
Rosaline Fabrequette: Miss Deorwyn
The Chevalier Walkinshaw: Wybert Reeve
Joslyn Hammersmith: Brian Darley
John Mable: W.G.Carey
Lord Leadenhall: A.R.Lawrence
Once again, the report in The Era was
less than complimentary, calling it a ‘dire
and dismal failure’.12 However the local
reviewer in The Argus found much to like
about the play, especially Wybert Reeve’s
performance, which was described as one of
the best things he had yet done. The only
issue seems to have been directed at Reeve’s
make-up, which was seen as ‘unnecessarily
forbidding and grotesque…Even so
outrageous a fool as Lady Hammersmith
would have been repelled by such a raddled
and wrinkled old scoundrel’ as the critic
went on to say.13 Apart from the two week-

white-livered adventurer is run to earth.
Here Mr Brough excellently expresses the
terror of a man at the consequence of his
follies and crimes, and, by his intensity and
fear, gives full meaning to the character.’14
The ‘intensity’ of Brough’s performance
no doubt increased the box office potential
of the play, and as the same reviewer noted,
The Rocket ‘could certainly draw crowded
houses during the remaining eleven nights
only which have been allotted to them by
the management for their run at the Criterion’.
The following year, when the B&Bs
returned to Melbourne for the first time in a
year since the burning of the Bijou Theatre,
The Rocket was included in their expanding
repertoire. They performed it for the first
time at the new Bijou Theatre on 12 July 1890,
where once again Brough’s performance as
the central character elevated the play to a
new level. The cast now comprised:
Lady Hammersmith: Miss E. Romer

long productions in Sydney and Melbourne,

Florence: Lilian Seccombe

Reeve does not appear to have staged the

Rosaline Fabrequette: Florence Brough

comedy again. Three years later the piece

The Chevalier Walkinshaw: Robert Brough
Joslyn Hammersmith: Cecil Ward

Imprudence (1881), The Squire (1881), Boys and

shifts from the Hôtel Belle Vue at Dinant to

In each of these towns The Rocket was

Girls (1882) and The Rector (1883).

Lady Hammersmith’s residence at Portman

John Mable: Edwin Palmer

produced, though at various times they also

Lord Leadenhall: Henry Hoyt

was in the hands of the Brough–Boucicault
Comedy Company, which presented it as

John Mable: J.F.Cathcart

The Australian theatre correspondent to

part of a double bill with Jerome K. Jerome’s

Lord Leadenhall: Robert Inman

The Era reported: ‘Wybert Reeve… appeared

one-act play Barbara, at the Criterion Theatre

The Rocket is the story of the Chevalier

Square to the Lord Gordon pub at Dover,

Walkinshaw, an elderly French gentleman of

where the Chevalier’s past finally catches

‘seedy appearance and questionable antecedents’,

up with him and he is revealed to be an

Page 20

performed other staples from Terry’s
repertoire, including Not Such a Fool As He
Looks, The Forty Thieves, Weak Woman, Little
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The Rocket played for six nights only but
on 27 July, at a special matinée for Dr Nield,
they performed the third act of Pinero’s play.
During 1893, Edward Terry embarked on
a tour of Australia. An old friend, Wybert
Reeve, was among those who met the arrival
of the Ophir in Sydney on 12 June.15
Terry’s Australian tour saw him

Footnotes
1. Pascoe, pp.332–333.
2. Not to be confused with American striptease burlesque; English burlesque, as
defined in The Oxford Companion to The
Theatre was ‘a satirical play, usually
based on some well known

performing four weeks each in Sydney and

contemporary drama or fashion that

Melbourne. It was during his Melbourne

offered scope for parody.’ (p.119)

season that The Rocket was produced at the

Playwright H.J.Byron was considered

Princess’s Theatre, on 26 August 1893 for six

one of the best 19th century exponents

nights, giving Australian playgoers the

of burlesque.

All Philistines together

Lords and Commons (1884) had been
performed in Australia by George
Rignold’s company prior to the first
production of The Rocket.
12. The Era, 16 October 1886, p.10

Nostalgia is not what it used to be; memories of Melbourne in the 1850s.

T

he tone of society, its manners and
amusements, and the standards by

13. The Argus, 26 July 1886, p.6
14. The Sydney Morning Herald, 23
September 1889, p.8.

which you formed your judgment,

were as different in the Melbourne of 1852–
55 from what they are in the Melbourne of

15. The Era, 29 July 1893, p.6.
16. The Argus, 28 August 1893, p.7.

1872, as England is from Australia.
In those early days, not only was money
more plentiful, but the atmosphere was

Bibliography

more genial, metaphorically speaking.

opportunity to see Terry in his original role

3. Macqueen-Pope, pp.171–172.

of the Chevalier. The cast comprised:

4. Darwick, p.116.

The Derby Mercury, The Sydney

were stock critics, not ‘stars’. Their jargon was

5. The Rocket was published by Samuel

Morning Herald.

at least intelligible, because they dealt in the

Lady Hammersmith: Jenny Watt-Tanner
Florence: Hilda Spong

French in 1905, but copies of the play

Rosaline Fabrequette: Emma Gwynne

are scarce. Details of the plot are gleaned

The Chevalier Walkinshaw: Edward Terry

from reviews of the play, such as The

Joslyn Hammersmith: Edward Sass

Era, 4 August 1883, p.7 and

John Mable: George Ireland

15 December 1883, p.7.

Lord Leadenhall: J. Cosgrove
The play attracted ‘a very large audience

6. Quoted in advertisement, The Derby
Mercury, 8 August 1883, p.6.

The Argus (Melbourne), The Era (London),

John Dawick, Pinero: A Theatrical Life,
University of Colorado Press, Niwot,
Colorado, 1993.
Phyllis Hartnoll (editor), The Oxford
Companion to The Theatre, fourth edition,
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1983.
W. Macqueen-Pope, Gaiety: Theatre of

There were no critics, or, if there were, they

vernacular. You had no long essays in which
the names of the actors and actresses were
made so many pegs upon which to hang
carefully-constructed paragraphs embodying
all the beauties—too much hidden without
such pegs-of the critic’s own mind, and
giving you, so to speak, a portrait of writer,
rather than a judgement of an artist.

In 1872 the Melbourne Herald ran a
nostalgic series called Leaves from the
Diary of a Journalist.
The sixth and final installment, published
on 5 October, covered the anonymous
writer’s memories of the city’s hotels
and entertainment of 20 years before
We reproduce it here, together with
explanatory annotations supplied by
Dr Mimi Colligan, Elisabeth Kumm
and Frank Van Straten…
shop. All these places were so many free
and easy lounges. There was a spirit of
brotherhood and a life in the place which
civilization has since effectively obliterated.
Adjoining the Criterion had been the old
Royal Hotel, which contained one of the best
concert rooms in the city, and where Madame
Carandini was often the bright particular

coffee and boarding house, much
frequented by loungers of the shilling class,
and where were to be found a number of
bookshelves containing odd volumes of
most of the standard authors—Marryatt,
Dickens and others—which, in those days of
scant literature, were thumbed most
unmercifully.
Not long afterwards, the Argus Hotel in
Collins Street was taken on by Mr [Charles]
Wedel, subsequently of the Criterion, who
established a very pleasant breakfast room
and restaurant. It was well patronised for a
time, and was the only, or almost the only,
place in Melbourne, at which genuine
sauerkraut was to be obtained. These were
the true cosmopolitan days of the city. They
belong to a dead past.
The only theatre was the old Queen’s, in
Queen Street, adjoining St John’s Tavern, a

which it kept in a simmer of merriment,

7. J.P.Wearing, p.68.

varied by explosions of irrepressible laughter,

8. Darwick, p.116.

Allardyce Nicoll, A History of Late Nineteenth

from beginning to end’. Although the same

9. Hartnoll, p.816.

Century Drama 1850-1900, Vol. 11: hand-

reviewer deemed the work ‘much inferior to

10. The Era, 21 August 1886, p.8.

list of plays, Cambridge University

amusement’s sake,

the colonies was from time

Mr Pinero’s later comedies and dramas’, he

11. The Sydney Morning Herald, 21 June 1886,

Press, 1946.

and were content

to time to be found.

found Terry’s portrayal of the Chevalier to

p.5. Pinero’s later work, The Magistrate

be ‘consistently clever and intensely humorous’

(1885), had been premièred in Australia

and one that ‘will rank as one of the best of
the actor’s impersonations’.16

under the management of Williamson,

This Australian production was very likely
the last time The Rocket was ever staged.

Gus
goss

Oh dear! I must admit I’m
finding it hard to understand
how Federal Arts Minister
Peter Garrett could withdraw
annual $2.5m funding from
the Australian National Academy of Music
while he continues to pour far greater sums
into the Australian Institute of Sport.
My friend Dame Nellie, the musical
cat, points out that every year the same
bloodletting seems to happen, but this year
has been bloodier than most.
The all-powerful University of Melbourne
succeeded in closing the Melba Conservatorium.
selling the property in Richmond for $4.6
million and will establish ‘Scholarships in
Page 22

Enchantment, W.H.Allen, London, 1949.

Charles E. Pascoe, The Dramatic List, David
Bogue, London, 1880.

People sought for amusement at the
theatre, or at the circus, or at the concertroom, for

‘star’. But, about this time, Mr T. Hodges, a
wealthy Englishman, once an MP and of an

house whose associations date much further
back than the days we are speaking of. Here
all the dramatic talent of

if they got it. It was

George Coppin, Johnny

a glorious time, for

Hydes, Charles Young,

we were all

are names indissolubly

Garner and Musgrove in November

Sir Arthur Pinero, University of

Philistines together.

connected with it.

1885, prior to the production of the

Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1974. n

The Soapers and

J.P.Wearing (editor), The Collected Letters of

earlier work. Similarly, Pinero’s comedy
Melba’s name’. ’So what?’, says Dame

MP, and register your protest on the

Nellie, ‘after 107 years the Melba is gone.’

ANAM website, www.anam.com.au

Now, she says, the university has its eyes

– Gus, the theatre cat n

The first time the writer

Scarls, thank

entered it was in November

heaven! were in the

1854, at the début in

womb of Time.

Melbourne of Miss

There was a

Catherine Hayes. I paid

decided air of

on the Australian National Academy of Music,

a guinea for a pit or

Americanism in

with its fine record of nurturing the very best

‘parquette’ ticket. The

the Melbourne of

house was crammed, of

of our young musical talent. If it does take
over ANAM’s functions, it will have a
monopoly of music education in this city,
and has the money to pay for it. ‘Then,’
predicts Dame Nellie, ‘they’d wait a few
years and cut everything back to numbers
they can handle “economically”.’
We’re talking about the Australian National
Academy of Music, as in the National Institute
of Dramatic Art, the National Film, Television

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
Committee
Chairman: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA
Secretary: (vacant)

those days—a
feeling of new and sunny life, and a
determination to make the best of life and
of the world. Melbourne imagined itself a
second New York, and Collins Street was a
small Broadway. When Mr Moss set about

Committee Members:
Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,
    Bruce McBrien OAM, Julie Ross,
    Darien Sticklen, Delia Taylor

building the Criterion Hotel in Bourke
Street, everyone took a lively interest in it.
The ‘drinks’ and refreshments were all served
in New York style. There was a capital

and Radio School and the National Institute

Editorial Committee:

tobacconist’s shop a few doors from it (I

of Sport.

Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

think it was Heinecke’s) at which you could

Don’t let the National Academy of Music
disappear. Please, please contact your Federal

have a cup of excellent coffee in the afternoon.
Weber and Gessner’s was another good
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Catherine Hayes and Lewis Henry Lavenu
old English family, invested a small fortune
in the building of the Union Hotel in
Bourke Street, and the place soon became
the habitat of many young men of means
and respectability, and a rendezvous for all
the ‘choice spirits’ of the day. Here, too, all
the American fashions prevailed.
Another well-known place of
refreshment, which, however, did not
flourish long, was the Metropolitan
Restaurant, which was situated close to the
dress circle entrance of the Theatre Royal.
A few doors from it, higher up, was a small

course, from floor to
ceiling. On the same evening, Emile
Coulon made his first bow to us. Lavenu
was the conductor. The excitement
produced by the advent of Miss Hayes had
been carefully worked up for months
previous. It was pushed almost to an absurd
extent. The whole city was in a ferment.
You would have thought some royal
personage was coming. The footway from
the road to the entrance at which the ‘prima
donna’ was to alight was covered with
matting. Miss Hayes’ reception was
tremendous. She was the greatest ‘star’

*
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Melbourne had yet seen, and Melbourne

weatherboards, Madame Carandini, Miss

seemed to have made up its mind to go out

In the year 1855 the building of the

Moore. He was also an hotelier, developer,

circumstances soon after returning to London.

Octavia Hamilton, Lavenu, Herr

Theatre Royal was vigorously carried on by

Member of Parliament and philanthropist.

Rowe Joseph Rowe was an American circus

of its senses. She sang the ‘Casta Diva’

Strebinger, Barlow of ‘blue-tailed fly’

Mr John Black. Before it was finished,

from Norma, and at once made her

notoriety, and several other ‘stars’ played,

promenade concerts, on a better scale than

impression. The applause was a foretaste of

or performed, to crowded audiences. Miss

any before attempted, were got up in what

those ovations which from that time

Hamilton made her first appearance here;

was subsequently the vestibule. Madame

forward the Melbourne public have been

James Ellis brought her out. She sang well,

Carandini, who was now called ‘the

entrepreneur (see On Stage, Winter 2008).

Charles Young A British actor who
worked in Australia for George Coppin and
others, 1845–74.

Stephen Street Today’s Exhibition Street.

known Irish prima donna who toured

in 1855 on the site of today’s Comedy

newcomers who are destined to become

deserved the name, was the great

Australia 1854–56. Her great-niece was said

Theatre (see On Stage, Spring 2004).

their special favourites, and which

attraction. Mrs Hancock, too, used to

to be the mother of actress Helen Hayes,

reached their culminating point, perhaps,

sing here. The band was very fine. It

although this in unsubstantiated.

during the reign of poor Brooke.

consisted of the picked performers of the

Octavia Hamilton Mrs Moon; a soprano
who was a soloist with the Royal Philharmonic

Winterbottom The bassoonist and

Choir and Lyster’s opera company.

conductor Charles Winterbottom. He had

Emile Coulon A baritone with Lyster’s

played in Jullien’s promenade concerts in

opera company.

London and presented similar fare in

Herr Strebinger
A French violinist and musical director.

enormous rat came up through one of the

both of which were then quartered in

numerous chinks in the floor, by the

Melbourne. Johnson was bandmaster of

Lavenu Lewis Henry Lavenu, a British

orchestra, in the most comical manner,

the 40th. Strebinger and several excellent

impresario, composer, conductor, pianist

sat up and surveyed the audience and

soloists appeared here from time to time,

and cellist; he came to Australia with

Jullien A reference to Louis Antoine Jullien’s

stage. He must have wondered what was

and I have seen the moon shining through

Catherine Hayes.

London promenade concerts.

coming to him, I fancy. Coulon’s principal

the unfinished roofing at the back of the

effort was the Duke’s grand recitative and

hall, while he was delighting us with the

Brooke Gustavus Vaughan Brooke was an

Tom Nunn An eccentric clown, circus

aria from Lucrezia Borgia, ‘Vieni la mia

‘Carnival’ or Ernst’s ‘Elegy’, or while

Irish tragedian; he was drowned in 1866 on

manager and publican. He died aged 46

vendetta’. He was, of course, successful,

Madame Carandini was warbling ‘Softly

a return voyage to Melbourne.

in 1863.

and his handsome figure and self-

Sighs’ or ‘Kathleen Mavourneen’. Here,

Tom Barry A British comedian and clown

C.E.Jones A bankrupt tailor and politician,

possession told greatly in his favour.

too, Madame Carandini gave the

at George Lewis’s Astley’s Amphitheatre in

Jones (1828–1903) had his shop on the site

Melbourne public a larger installment of

Spring Street. He died in 1857 in miserable

of the Salle de Valentino, corner of Bourke

to the Queen’s over Astley’s Amphitheatre,

opera than they had yet heard. On the

now the Princess’s, at which the

occasion of her benefit, she produced

celebrated Tom Barry had made his

very successfully, in camera fashion, the

appearance. Tom Barry was one celebrity,

whole of the first act of Norma.

and the still more famous Lola Montez

Cast of characters:

drew immense audiences for a few nights,

Madame Carandini English born, prima

but more through her name and reputation

donna Maria Carandini came to Australia

than from any homage to her abilities.

when she was still a child. She studied with
Lavenu and made her Australian début in

corner of Lonsdale and Stephen Streets,

1843. She appeared widely in opera and

on the ground on which Mr Coppin

concerts until 1892, when she returned to Britain.

subsequently set up the ‘Iron Pot’. Rowe

Her husband was a dancer and choreographer.

made a fortune at this place. After he left

Johnny Hydes John Proctor Hydes, actor,

for California, Winterbottom, the

comedian and manager. In Australia from

bassoonist, organised a series of very

the late 1840s, in Sydney and Melbourne,

concerts a la Jullien, at this circus, but they

and also in Auckland. An all-round

did not pay. It was at Rowe’s, I believe,
that poor Tom Nunn first appeared before

The Queen’s Theatre, Queen Street, Melbourne

a Melbourne public.

Charles Winterbottom

The Salle de Valentino stood at the top

Melbourne, sometimes using Rowe’s Circus

Barlow Robert Barlow (‘The Inimitable

tent as a venue.

Barlow’) was a popular American minstrel
his most famous song.
John Black The builder of the Theatre
Royal, Bourke Street (1855). He had made
a fortune as a carrier on the goldfields and
was later one of the founders of Townsville
(see On Stage, Winter 2008).
Mrs Hancock Sang in opera for Coppin. n

New Yorkers rally to save Tin Pan Alley

performer, playing anything from
Shakespeare (with Brooke) to ‘break down’
to pantomime. He died in Prahran in 1882.

A

group of New Yorkers is fighting

and the need to preserve them,’ said Mr

to save Tin Pan Alley by land-

Simeon Bankoff, executive director of the

marking the half-dozen

Historic Districts Council, a non-profit

Manhattan ‘row’ houses where the iconic

preservation organisation aiming to secure

American song was born.

city landmark status for the buildings.

The four -storey 19th century buildings

The Landmarks Commission is

on West 28th Street were home to publishers

‘researching the history of the buildings

of some of the catchiest American tunes and

and reviewing whether they’d be eligible

lyrics. These include ‘God Bless America’,

for landmark designation,’ said Ms Lisi de

‘Take Me Out To The Ball Game’ and ‘Give

Bourbon, a spokesman for New York’s

My Regards To Broadway’.

Landmarks Preservation Commission.

The music of Irving Berlin, Scott Joplin,

No date has been set for a decision. A

Fats Waller, George M. Cohan and other

landmark designation would protect the row

greats was born there.

houses from being destroyed.

With plans for a possible high-rise on

The block is sacred to Mr Tim Schreier,

of Bourke Street, on the ground which was

but very nervously, and was tumultuously

Lola Montez The fiery Irish dancer and

the block, the houses were put up for sale

a great-great-grandson of Jerome H. Remick,

years afterwards occupied by the premises

encored. She reappeared, and sang another

actress (real name Eliza Gilbert) who

recently for $US$44m ($A65.77m).

whose music publishing company occupied

of another celebrity, Mr C.E. Jones, and

song, accompanying herself on the piano

toured Australia 1855–56.

now by the Imperial Hotel. It was a favourite

forte. From that hour she became an

place of amusement from the first. I first

established favourite. Great, too, was once

George Coppin The British born actor-

recollect it in the days of Walter Burton,

this scribe’s delight at hearing Strebinger

John Smith, and their clever tribe of

play the ‘Carnival’ at this place. Strebinger

acrobats. But the Salle sometimes went a

appeared to think it rather infra dig, but

higher flight. Within its canvas and

there was no help for it in those days.
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show personality; ‘The Blue Tailed Fly’ was

The birthplace of popular music is threatened.

was another, who adorned this house. She

Rowe’s circus was situated at the

John Smith John Thomas Smith, builder of
times Lord Mayor of Melbourne.

Catherine Hayes The internationally

Australian Nightingale’, and who entirely

Miss Hayes had given the preference

Henry Burton, founder of Burton’s Circus.

the Queen’s Theatre (1845) and several

in the habit of bestowing upon

bands of the 40th and 12th regiments,

Walter Burton Equestrian acrobat, son of

Iron Pot The nickname for the Olympic,
the prefabricated iron theatre built by Coppin

In the middle of the overture, an

and Spring Streets (today’s Imperial Hotel).

The plans fell through, however, amid

manager who played an important part in the
development of theatre in Australia. He built
and managed several theatres and imported
many important overseas performers,
including J.C.Williamson and Maggie

ON STAGE

one of the houses and employed a young

the current economic turmoil, but the

sheet music peddler named George Gershwin.

possibility of losing the historic block

‘I’m not opposed to development in

hastened efforts to push for landmark status
for Tin Pan Alley.
‘The fear of these buildings being sold
for development crystallised their importance,
Spring 2008

New York,’ he said.
Headquarters of Tin Pan Alley’s largest

‘But we have to balance development
with history—and this is definitely American

publisher, Jerome H. Remick & Company,

cultural history.’

45 West 28th Street, around 1905.

n
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Reedy River
Peter Pinne concludes the story of Dick Diamond’s Reedy River—the musical ‘as warm as a handshake’
which kick-started the Australian folk music movement.

W

ithin 18 months of its 1953

bush band of lagerphone, penny

some additional songs that were

and the skipper of a grog-running river steamer.

première, Reedy River had been

whistle, kazoo and bush bass, was

added for the production: ‘Lime

There was also a bunch of rollicking shearers,

seen all states, and was

and a group of showgirls.

headed by Ken Radley (Joe Collins),

Juice Tub’, ‘Charlie Mopps’, ‘Rye

undoubtedly shaping up as the most popular

Helen Buday (Mary), Jack Youens

Australian musical that had ever been mounted.

(Widgeegoweera Joe), Duncan Wass

Buck Shearer’ and ‘Lachlan
Tigers’.3

The next stop was London. Reedy River

Q Theatre also recorded its

(Thomo), Jamie Roden (Snowy),

The score also went the same route as
Reedy River by using both folk songs and newly
composed songs. Vance Palmer and Margaret

opened at the Unity Theatre on 19 December

Rob Thomas (Nugget) and Alan

production and released it on

Sutherland collected and restored ‘The Old

1954, with Ivor Pinkus as director, Hylda

Brel (Irish).

their own label. There are 14 tracks,

Keg Of Rum’, ‘Flash Jack from Gundagai’

Sims as choreographer, and John Hasted in

The Sydney Morning Herald

and once again some new titles

and ‘The Overlander’ as did Dr Percy Jones

charge of music. The cast included Bill Ward

(25 November 1985) did review it

were added to those from the

with ‘The Station Cook’. Traditional airs

( Joe Collins), Judith Goldbloom (Mary), Mark

this time, with Bob Evans saying

original production: ‘Jones’ Ale’,

accompanied Henry Lawson’s ‘Andy’s

Chaney (Thomo), E. Llewellyn-Price (Snowy),

it ‘is an entertaining and fair dinkum

‘Goorianawa’ and ‘Billy Of Tea’.

Gone With Cattle’ and ‘Banjo’ Paterson’s

Lou Lee (Bill) and Bernard Rickman (Nugget).

way to usher in the silly season’,

The 1953 Sydney New Theatre

‘The Bushman’s Song’, but Louis Lavater

and Mick Barnes in The Sun-Herald

production also spawned a sheet

provided the tune to Paterson’s ‘The Old

of London owned and controlled by the

(24 November 1985) calling it ‘a

music song book. Published by the

Bark Hut’. Two Aboriginal pieces, ‘Maranoa

Labour movement. This was the group that

pleasant surprise’, and a ‘rollicking,

theatre and sold at performances,

Lullaby’ and ‘Warrego Lament’ had music

was later to première Lionel Bart’s first

joyful wind-up for the year which

it contains leadlines to 12 songs:

by A.S.Loam, with translated lyrics by Dr

musical, Wally Pone (1958), which was based

should be an all-the-way winner.’

‘Ballad Of 1891’, ‘Banks Of The

H.O.Lethbridge, and ‘Nautical Yarn’ was a

on Volpone. The Times (18 December 1954)

He then went on to say he had

Condamine’, ‘By The Eumerella

version of the old English folk song ‘Villikins’.

liked Reedy River and said, ‘One of its attractions

been particularly impressed with

Shore’, ‘Click Go The Shears’, ‘Four

Diamond this time wrote the lyrics to

is that some of the tunes are unexpected

Helen Buday, ‘who brings a quality

Little Johnny Cakes’, ‘Lazy Harry’s’,

two songs, ‘Living On The Blue’, which had

variations on old English ballads’, going on

of compelling strength to her role

‘My Old Black Billy’, ‘Reedy

music by Charles Allen, and ‘Two-Up Song’,

to point out that ‘By The Eumerella Shore’

as Mary’. The Q production was

Lagoon’, ‘Reedy River’, ‘Wake

with music by the show’s director, Syd Davis.

was really ‘Darling Nellie Gray’ and ‘Click

different from all previous

Up, Landlord’, ‘Widgeegoweera

Dorothy Hodges wrote ‘Bringing Home The

Go The Shears’ was ‘Ring The Bell, Watchman’,

productions because many roles

Joe’ and ‘Wild Rover No More’.

Cows’, Queensland poet John Manifold was

otherwise known as ‘Sign The Pledge, Brother’.

were doubled, and some characters were

The album also has a full piano part of the

responsible for ‘The Stranger’, Robert Smith

The accompaniment was by the now familiar

amalgamated into one part.

‘Main Theme From The Bush Picnic

(lyrics) and Amalie Pitman (music) did ‘The

Ballet’.

Coolibah Tree’, and Patricia Hansen composed

Unity Theatre was a venue in the centre

guitar and accordion, a tea chest bass, and

Reedy River has frequently been revived.

music for the ‘Legend Ballet’. Several other

lagerphone, which The Times called a

In the last 50 years New Theatre, Sydney,

In some states, the theatre programs for

‘remarkable instrument’.

alone, has mounted nine productions of it.

the show included the lyrics to some of the

songs were listed in Diamond’s original script

Just as J.C.Williamson’s found that during

songs. In Brisbane the program included

but were obviously cut before opening: ‘The

to take place in Melbourne, where it again

tough times in the ’30s and ’40s, a

‘Reedy River’, ‘Ballad Of 1891’ and

Springtime It Brings On The Shearing’, ‘The

played the New Theatre (2 July 1955), and

production of The Maid of the Mountains

‘Widgeegoweera Joe’. The script has been

Old Bullocky Dray’ (no lyrics in the script),

toured until 1956. Regional productions

with Gladys Moncrieff would always turn

published twice; first by Heinemann

‘Widgeegoweera Joe’, a sea shanty ‘Yo

were starting to spring up with one of the

the tide, so whenever New Theatre, Sydney,

Educational in 1970, and later by Currency

Heave A Yo’, and a third Aboriginal piece,

first being at the Roxy Theatre, Hamilton,

was going to the wall, it was Reedy River
that saved the day.2

in 1991.

‘Nungarra Ballet’, which was narrated by
the character of Charley.4

Back home, the first revival was about

NSW, on 2 February 1957, where it played

Diamond followed up the success of Reedy
River with another show in the same vein,

Reedy River is the only Australian musical

Roger Covell in The Courier Mail (19 March

a three night season. This was the inaugural
production for Newcastle New Theatre.1

to have three original cast recordings. The

Under the Coolibah Tree, which had its première

1955) thought the show had ‘interesting

On 22 November 1985, Q Theatre,

1953 Sydney cast was recorded by Diaphon

in Brisbane at All Saints’ Hall, Ann Street, on

moments’, mostly when the songs were being

Penrith, NSW, presented the first (and, to

who released a nine-track, 10 inch LP (DPR 8)

18 March 1955. Direction was by Syd Davis,

sung. He criticised the under-rehearsed

this day, the only) professional production

through W&G. This disc was later reissued

Elaine Petersen and Leeanna Sampson,

production, and said that once the show had

of the show. It was scheduled to play until

as a 12 inch LP on WG-25/5147. There was

choreography by Cecily Cameron and Janet

been run in, ‘some dramatic tension’ will be

15 December, but because of its success, the

also a seven-inch EP taken from this album;

Henderson, with Marlene Stewart on piano.

added to the ‘play’s moments of charm’.

season was extended until 22 December.

its four tracks were: ‘Click Go The Shears’,

Once again the period was the 1890s, and this

Direction was by Ben Gabriel (who also

‘Eumerella Shore’, ‘Four Little Johnny Cakes’

time the plot revolved around the paddle

the Coolibah Tree included the lyrics to several

appeared in it as Alf) and Jennifer West,

and the title song. The 1979 Sydney cast was

steamers on the Murray and Darling Rivers.

songs: ‘The Coolibah Tree’, ‘Andy’s Gone

choreography by Mariette Rups-Donnelly,

recorded and released on a 12 inch Selection

The Q Theatre Reedy River cast, 1985.

with Greg Stone on guitar as musical

LP, PRML019. This was a more complete

Reedy River program, London, 1954.

melodrama: the sturdy hero, the winsome

from Gundagai’, ‘The Overlanders’ and

director. The cast, who at times formed a

version of the score with 20 tracks, including

Press advertisement for Reedy River, Adelaide, 1955.

heroine, the villainous station owner, the

‘The Stranger’. The production also played

silly-ass Englishman, the simple Aboriginal,

Ipswich and Maleny.
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The characters were straight out of

Like Reedy River, the program for Under

With Cattle’, ‘Maranoa Lullaby’, ‘Flash Jack

.*
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The show’s next production was at New
Theatre, Melbourne, where it opened on

of Under the Coolibah Tree anywhere.
Diamond left Australia in 1956 and

others in performance is Harrhy and

sentiments. Also, American-style square
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Gus
goss
The mini-musical
Altar Boyz, which
was mounted on a
budget of $570 000,
did disappointing
business at the
Seymour Centre in

He also liked Shirley McDonald and John
Dick Diamond created a legend.

Muller in the romantic roles.
Two days after the Melbourne opening,
the show premièred in Sydney, at the New

Under the Coolibah Tree program cover, Brisbane, 1955

Reedy River is unsophisticated and

The Q Theatre Reedy River cast, 1985.

simplistic, but it does have the ring of truth,
which is why it lives on today.

Theatre, Sussex Street (20 October 1956),
again as an Olympic Games production.
Edmund Allison was the director, choreography
was in the hands of Marie Armstrong and

Special thanks in the preparation of this
The Beggar’s Opera (1728).6
The first Australian work in this style

a comeback. The Weavers, an American folk

article to: Dr Angela O’Brien, Lyn

group whose members included Pete Seeger,

Collingwood, Connie Healy, Peter Wyllie

Margaret Walker, and Arnold Butcher composed

was The Currency Lass, performed in Sydney

were charting on the hit parades, as was

Johnston, Jack Youens, Christopher Smith

new music for the Aboriginal legend ballet.

in 1844, but Reedy River quite obviously

balladeer Burl Ives. On a concert tour of

(Queensland Performing Arts Collection),

surpasses any other previous Australian work

Australia, Ives even included ‘Click Go The

Mark Cryle and Penny Whiteway (Fryer

for its sheer popularity.

Shears’ in his repertoire, later recording it.

Library, University of Queensland) and

There were 40 in the cast. The Tribune
was enthusiastic: ‘It is a fine piece of
Australiana, enriching a rich tradition.’

There’s no doubt the songs go a long

Oklahoma! had been a big hit for

Frank Van Straten.

way toward giving the show its currency

J.C.Williamson’s and was still touring, and

Adelaide New Theatre and in 1956 by the

today. ‘Click Go The Shears’, ‘By The

while one couldn’t say Reedy River is a

In the next issue of On Stage, Peter Pinne

New Theatre League, Perth, where it was the

Eumerella Shore’ and the title tune are fine

second cousin to that show, it does bear

will explore the history of the musical

last show to play the Fremantle Trades Hall—

examples of the folk song genre, but the one

some similarities in its setting amongst

version of The Sentimental Bloke.

and that appears to be the last production

that stands head and shoulders above all the

people of the land and in its homespun

The show was also produced in 1955 by
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Sydney and came
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amounting to $50 000.
Congratulations to Equity and, especially,
to the Altar Boyz themselves—they deserve
every single cent.


- Gus, the theatre cat n
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First reading
Making history

most powerful media figures of his day—yet

The one that I love

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
Hayes Gordon’s Ensemble Theatre, as told
by founding members Lorraine Bayly, Reg

Graeme Blundell:

Livermore and Don Reid.

The Naked Truth-A Life in Parts

The growth of the theatre from its

The hit movie Alvin Purple made Blundell

humble beginnings and the company’s

Australia’s first permissive pin-up, and he

ongoing success is discussed by Sandra

became a symbol of the early seventies.

Bates, Mark Kilmurry, Reg Livermore, Kate

Actor, director, producer, biographer, critic

Raison and Henri Szeps. The book includes

and journalist, Blundell writes an excellent,

a selection of photographs covering the

highly literate, erudite account of the

Ensemble’s history since 1958, and a

‘Ocker Baroque’ style of plays and films

complete list of productions with casts and

centred around Carlton, Melbourne and the

credits. There is also a tribute to the

theatre companies he helped establish—La

founder of the Ensemble, the late Hayes

Mama and Playbox. He watched the film

Gordon AO, CBE.

industry through its many renaissances, and

Ensemble Theatre, 2008. 100pp. RRP      

television as it came of age. He writes about

$32.50. Orders: (02) 9929 0644

Australian life with the insight of someone

detailed notes are included.
Bill Boldiston, 2007. 210 pp. Paperback   
edition: RRP $85 plus p&p.

Bill Boldiston:
Sydney’s Jazz—and Other Joys of its
Vintage Years
A superb, privately-published compendium
of jazz history, with a wealth of rare
illustrations. The boxed edition includes a

Handbound

     boxed edition: RRP $300

including p&p.
Available from the author,
240 The Mall, Leura, NSW 2780.
  Phone (02)4784 3868

Ensemble piece

hand-signed colour print of an original

John Burfitt:

artwork by Graeme Bell, plus program

Ensemble Theatre—Celebrating 50

reproductions, three CDs and a companion
34pp book with full recording details.

Circus treats
Mark St Leon is Australia’s leading circus
historian. This month On Stage welcomes
his latest works: two major publications that
are part of his monumental project to
document the history of circus in Australia,
plus two useful magazine pieces.
No Little Sensation: Pioneer Circus
   Activity in Port Phillip, 1849–1854
A chronicle of the formative years of circus

Now aged 60, Olivia Newton-John still
exudes star power and timeless glamour.
She has sold 60 million records around the
world, four times topped the charts in the

   Years; A Great Stage of Life
An invaluable account of the birth of
A Long and Winding Road

The Many Lives of Kenneth Myer
The long awaited biography of an
extraordinary visionary. Ken Myer set his
stamp on the Myer stores, the National
Library in Canberra, the ABC, the Howard
Florey Institute for Medical Science, the
Australian Universities Commission, the

with Hugh D. McIntosh of the Tivoli Circuit.
HarperCollins, 2008. 434pp. RRP $35

Down-to-earth diva

Ever passionate, always generous, and never
losing her antipodean accent, Joan Hammond

life-threatening cancer. Above all, this is

was an inspiring character; yet behind the

the inspiring story of a survivor.

scenes she faced many challenging twists of
fortune. She introduced opera and classical

Included in the society’s magazine
   Spirit of Progress, Winter 2008
Art Deco Society Inc., PO Box 17,
  Camberwell, Victoria 3124

Sandra Hall:

Capital Planning Committee and,

Tabloid Man: The Life and Times of

particularly, the Victorian Arts Centre,

Ezra Norton

which he chaired from 1965, when it was

In 1922 Ezra Norton inherited the

still a mere concept, until 1989, several

notorious newspaper Truth from his

years after it opened.

fractious father. Truth and its stablemate,
The Daily Mirror, made Norton one of the

encouraging and teaching young singers at
the Victorian College of the Arts.
Allen & Unwin, 2008. 320pp. RRP $49.95

Father and Son—The Bob Kerridge Story
(1901–1976) became the dominating force in
New Zealand entertainment. By the 1940s

HarperCollins, Auckland, 2004. 190pp.   
RRP $NZ39.99

Contemporary accounts, personal records,
family recollections, photographs and

in colour, and most have not been

The first full length biography of Australia’s

memorabilia from public and private

Available from most newsagents.

published in book format before.

great bareback rider, May Wirth. Born May

collections throughout Australia, New Zealand,

Zinga in Bundaberg, Queensland, in 1894

the USA, Britain and Europe have been

the source, creator, technical specifications

into a circus family, May was adopted by the

painstakingly searched in the preparation of

and explanatory and historical data.

Wirth family, owners of one of Australia’s

this volume. The book includes around 120

largest circuses. Under their guidance May

reproductions of images of posters, programs,

of Australians overseas, including the

developed into a superlative, all-round

photographs and letters. Strictly limited edition

in Melbourne, the city that became known

This luxurious publication brings together a

indigenous tightwire artist Con Colleano

circus performer. Acrobatic work on a

of 200 signed copies, bound in bonded leather.

as the ‘boss show place’ of the colonies.

rich collection of items of printed ephemera,

and the brilliant equestrienne May Wirth.

bareback horse was her specialty. In 1911 May

In Victorian Historical Society Journal,

about 200 images in all, chronicling the rich

Vol. 79, No. 1

history of Australian circus. The volume

Available from the Royal Historical

includes reproductions of posters,

copies, bound in bonded leather.
Published by the author, 2008. 500pp.

Published by the author, 2008. 300pp.

For more details, contact Mark St Leon at

and at county fairs throughout the US. She

15/479 Forest Road, Penshurst, NSW 2222

also appeared with the great indoor circuses

or markstleon@bigpond.com

    Melbourne 3000.

letterheads, business cards, medals and even
tombstones. To prepare this volume, St

of Europe. May is now regarded as one of the
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RRP $195 plus p&p.

next 20 years, she appeared in circus, vaudeville

advertisements, programs, handbills, tickets,
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Michael Joseph/Penguin Australia,

tour the US with Barnum & Bailey. For the

    Society of Victoria, 239 A’Beckett Street,

RRP $295 plus p&p.

of Sammy Lee and Lee Gordon.
   2008. 320pp. $32.95

In Australian Heritage, Spring 2008.

and her troupe of riders were engaged to

The notorious Abe Saffron had his finger in

working in murky partnership with the likes

of animal welfare.

the Bareback Queen

Gentle Satan: My Father, Abe Saffron

and other clubs and strip joints, and

successful, but in the less glamorous world

Volume 13: May Wirth,

Alan Saffron:

entrepreneuring Les Girls, the Roosevelt

theatres and cinemas. His son was equally

Britain and Europe. Most of the images are

Strictly limited edition of 200 signed

misfits, migrants and malcontents.

many entertainment pies—financing shows,

he, with various associates, controlled 140

in Australia, New Zealand, the US, Japan,

1833–2008’

the cruel Steve, and an unforgettable cast of

Sultan of Sin City

Dianne Haworth:

of Australian circus history.

A number of images cover the activities

remarkable mother, Beria, his father Ginger,

High flying kiwi

greatest circus performers of all time.

Volume 7: ‘Printed Ephemera,

of Western Australia. He introduces us to his

Hardie Grant, 2008. RRP $34.95

Circus in Australia

Circus in Australia

And Be Home Before Dark

years in the dusty north-eastern goldfields

overseas. Later she devoted herself to

Leon scoured public and private collections

Each image is accompanied by details of

Roland Rocchiccioli:

all-trades Rocchiccioli recounts his formative

and leading the way for Australian artists

A colourfully illustrated six-page overview

RRP $8.00

Unlikely beginnings

hilarious memoir, performing arts man-of-

turning little-known arias into popular hits

From humble beginnings, Sir Robert Kerridge

A difficult man

239 A’Beckett Street, Melbourne 3000.

This confronting, revealing and frequently

song to millions of people, world-wide,

is president of the Art Deco Society Inc.

A detailed account of the first of the Geelong-

Royal      Historical Society of Victoria,

heartache, personal tragedy and her own

Robin Grow:

Marjorie Lawrence: Her Controversial
First Australian Concert Tour

In Victorian Historical Society Journal,

been repeatedly touched by trauma,

Art Deco showcase

Betty O’Brien:

Vol 79, No 1. Available from the

Dame Joan Hammond—Love and Music

Piatkus, 2008. 304pp. RRP $35

Welcome home

born soprano’s four tours of her homeland.

as Sandy in Grease. But Olivia’s life has

National Gallery of Victoria, the National

MUP, 2008. 680pp. RRP $59.99

includes an account of his stormy relationship

Sarah Hardy:

architectural history of The Maj. The author

Sue Ebury:

he studiously avoided the limelight. The book

US and the UK, and is revered for her role

A splendidly illustrated article on the

Renaissance man

he wanted to be or not. A full index and

Those were the days

Olivia

Her Majesty’s Theatre

who was always part of the action—whether

Hachette Australia, 2008. 312pp. RRP $35

Tim Ewbank:

for someone who profited from others’ scandals,

Spring 2008

Link: www.pennygaff.com.au
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Roll up! Roll up!

All that jazz

Jim Sharman:

John Sharpe:

Blood and Tinsel: A Memoir

I Wanted to be a Jazz Musician

An epic personal journey from Sharman’s

Sharpe is a Canberra musician and jazz

colourful childhood in his father’s boxing

historian. This book is the result of a

troupe to Tokyo, London, Berlin and Sydney,

Research Fellowship from the National

via the international successes of The Rocky

Film & Sound Archive, which administers

Horror Picture Show, Hair and Jesus Christ,

the Australian Jazz Archive. It includes

Superstar. It is also moving tribute to a

interviews with Australian jazz greats and

legendary Australian entertainment dynasty.

200 photographs from the Archive. While

Miegunyah Press, 2008. 416pp. RRP      
$49.99

the musicians chosen are intended to be
representative of different jazz styles and

Peter Allen goes to PAM

different periods in Australia’s jazz history,
a major criterion for selection was the
interesting stories they had to tell. Sharpe’s
previous books were Don’t Worry Baby, They’ll
Swing Their Arses Off—The Stories of Australian
Jazz Musicians (2001) and A Cool Capital—The
Canberra Jazz Scene, 1925–2005 (2006).

T

he many achievements and

York apartment. In addition to memorabilia

remarkable story of Peter Allen

drawn from these donations, special items

are being celebrated in a major

have also been lent by Peter’s family and
friends for the exhibition.

exhibition at the Arts Centre,

Published by the author, 2008. 400pp.

Highlights of the exhibition

Melbourne. The exhibition explores

RRP $40 plus $12 postage & packaging.

include maracas famously used by

Peter Allen’s career as both a

(Sydney $10, Melbourne $12).

Peter Allen in performance,

charismatic entertainer and a

Contact 02 62861728 or johnsharpe@
grapevine.com.au

Curator Margaret Marshall introduces the Performing Arts Collection’s latest exhibition in the Icon tribute

n

dazzling designer stage outfits

popular and exceptionally gifted

and a selection of his trademark

songwriter.

Hawaiian shirts. Also featured

Peter Allen: The Exhibition

Brisbane landmark faces huge repair bill

B

risbane’s iconic City Hall could

Brisbane City Hall was designed in Classical

30 years it was the tallest building in

shut down next year unless

Revival style by local architectural firm Hall

Brisbane. The chiming of its clock bell

$200m is found to pay for urgent

and Prentice. The unique foundations were

could be heard as far away as Wynnum and

engineered to alleviate problems associated

the 92m clock tower could be read through

with a site which was chosen on short term

binoculars from Camp Hill.

structural repairs and safety work.
The City Hall 2010 Committee presented
its shock report to Lord Mayor Campbell

economic, rather than structural, grounds.

maintenance and conservation work, the

expensive traditional city or town hall in

building is threatened by its surrounding

Hall is suffering from serious structural,

Australia, it boasted the nation’s highest

environment, as subsidence and water

electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and safety

clock tower and the largest dome in the

ingress have undermined the foundations.

issues.

Southern Hemisphere.

The strength of the concrete used to

The expert committee found that City

The heritage-listed building has an

Building City Hall was a major

construct City Hall is low by contemporary
standards and requires strengthening. Its fire

Queensland and the nation. The symbol

only to the Sydney Harbour Bridge. It took

detection and control systems are outdated

and focus of Brisbane, it is a busy public

10 years to build at a cost of around

and inadequate. Electrical wiring and

venue for community activities, hosting

£980 000 and was officially opened on

infrastructure has been installed with

concerts, conferences and citizenship

8 April 1930 by the then Governor of

minimal quality checks, adding to the fire risk.

ceremonies.

Queensland, Sir John Goodwin.

with compromised standards. In the event

can seat 1500. The building also houses the

the time was recognised as one of

of fire, safe egress from the building would

Museum of Brisbane.

Australia’s most outstanding structures. For

be threatened by a lack of fire resistant
construction along the escape routes.
The Lord Mayor has admitted
that some areas of City Hall were so
dangerous that they had been
cloaked in chicken wire to ensure
people were not hit by falling debris.
He has called for urgent federal
and state assistance to raise the

album covers and performance
footage. Photographic portraits

stardom in the USA and

and performance images have

Australia as an energetic and

been sourced especially for the

flamboyant solo performer.

exhibition.
Peter Allen: The Exhibition is the

1970s to spectacular concerts in large

fourth in the Arts Centre’s Icon exhibition

venues such as Radio City Music Hall in

series, which focuses on Australians who

the 1980s.

have made a significant contribution to the
performing arts both nationally and

also honoured through some of his

internationally. Previously honoured

best-loved songs including ‘I Go To

were Kylie Minogue (2005), Barry

Rio’, ‘Tenterfield Saddler’, ‘I Honestly

Humphries in Ednaville: An Historic

Love You’, ‘Don’t Cry Out Loud’,

Home (2006) and Nick Cave (2007).
Peter Allen: The Exhibition is at the

‘Arthur’s Theme (Best That You Can

Arts Centre, Gallery I and II, until 15

Do)’ and his patriotic anthem ‘I Still

February 2009; admission is free. A

Call Australia Home’.

series of public programs

Material from Peter Allen’s

accompanies the exhibition and a

estate, donated to the Arts Centre’s

catalogue is available to purchase.

Performing Arts Collection, forms the

But wait, there’s more

basis of this exhibition. In 2006 Larry
Rinehart donated the first part of

Complementing Peter Allen: The

what is now the Peter Allen

Exhibition is a Smorgon Family Plaza

Collection. A friend of Peter’s since

display showcasing The Boy From Oz,

the early 1970s, Larry also worked as

the musical based on the life and

road manager on his tours during the

songs of Peter Allen. This includes

same decade.

material from the original 1998
Australian production, as well as the

Peter bequeathed the contents of

‘staggering’ $200m required.
He said he hoped Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd would ‘look after his

future strategy for the problems with
Brisbane’s City Hall will be made in
n
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versions headlined by Hugh

Larry Rinehart, including many
A second contribution to the Peter

A formal announcement on a

2003 Broadway and 2006 Australian

his home in California to his friend
career-related items.

home town and fund the project’.
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handwritten lyrics, posters,

Judy Garland, to his rise to

the Academy Award winning

Mechanical services are also fraught

late February 2009.

act that caught the attention of

Peter Allen’s song writing talents are

undertaking in the 1920s, ranking second

The building covers 0.9 hectares and at

Peter’s personal collection,

from intimate New York clubs in the

immense cultural significance for Brisbane,

The main auditorium which is circular,

are song arrangements from

1960s’ Allen Brothers singing

It follows his onstage progress

The report found that despite regular

Claimed to be the grandest and most

Newman on 2 November 2008.

traces his journey from the

Allen Collection has been donated by
Bruce Cudd as a result of preparations for
the exhibition.
From 1984 until Peter’s death in 1992,

Top: Peter Allen, 1989. Photograph by Harry

Jackman. Highlights include costume

Langdon, gift of Bruce Cudd, 2008.

designs by Roger Kirk and William Ivey

Hawaiian-style shirt worn by Peter Allen,
c.1978, gift of Larry Rinehart, 2006, Photo:
Mark Ashkanasy.

Long, and costumes worn by Todd
McKenney and Hugh Jackman.
Peter Allen: The Exhibition and The Boy From

Bruce worked as Allen’s personal assistant,

Both pictures from the Arts Centre,

Oz are at the Arts Centre, Melbourne, until

and he inherited the contents of his New

Melbourne, Performing Arts Collection.

15 February 2009.

Spring 2008
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Victoria’s regional Deco delights

the crossbeam. The shape of the
proscenium is unusual in that it appears to

With a major exhibition making Art Deco the flavour of the year, Janice Haynes, in Part 1 of her survey of
regional Victoria’s Art Deco theatres, explores treasures in Yarram and Rosebud.

S

ince May 2008 I have

pressed metal ceiling. Three

had the very great

marble steps lead onto a small

privilege to be the

area of coloured mosaic tiles,

co-ordinator of the Art Deco

and glazed tiles surround the

2008 Regional Festival, firstly

front entrance. The entrance

planning and then delivering 20

doors feature a number of

events celebrating the Art Deco

leadlight opaque glass radius

era and style across Victoria

patterns.

from 29 August to 28 September

On two levels, the

2008.

auditorium’s stalls space

Four Art Deco era theatres

continues under the clear

presented Festival events—the

spanned circle. Downstairs the

1930 Regent in Yarram, the

crush space is deep and leads to

1938 Rex in Charlton, the 1936

timber panelled, bi-fold doors

tropical-style Roxy in Ouyen,

opening into the stalls. To the

and the 1938 Astor Midlands
Cinema in Ararat. The 1928

Exterior of the Regent Theatre, 210 Commercial Road, Yarram.

left of the front entrance is a
staircase leading to the upstairs

Broadway Theatre in Rosebud

foyer, the walls of which were

(now a furniture store) also

decorated with timber veneers.

rates a mention, as it is

A ticket box was located under

included in the online tour of

the rake of the staircase.

Art Deco buildings on

A switch room, manager’s

Melbourne’s Mornington

office, ladies’ cloak room and

Peninsula created by the

the entrance to the right hand

Dromana and District

side candy shop also opened off

Historical Society (link: http://

the downstairs area.

ourlibrary. mornpen.vic.gov,

Unadorned hard plaster

then go to Library Resources).

lines the rectangular auditorium

To start this series, let’s visit

which has a wide cross aisle

the 1930 Regent Theatre in
Yarram and the 1928 Broadway
Theatre in Rosebud.

dividing the dress circle into
Auditorium of the Yarram Regent today.

Yarram’s Regent Theatre is

front and rear circles.
Catwalks were built from
the lower circle, along each side

a large and imposing structure

of the theatre to exits on each

situated in Commercial Road in

side of the proscenium.

the centre of town. Built in

Extensive use of decorative

1930 by Mr and Mrs (‘Ma’)

pressed metal panels throughout

A.J.Thompson, local publicans

the theatre, most likely

and property developers, the

fabricated by the Wunderlich

project cost £20 000 and was

company in Melbourne,

the last purpose-built ‘picture

provided a contrast to the plain

palace’ of its era constructed in

plasterwork. Pressed metal has

the Gippsland region. Original

been fixed to the entire stepped

seating capacity was 600 in the

down auditorium ceiling and

stalls and 400 in the balcony.

also clads the front of the circle

The theatre’s Spanish

and catwalks, as well as the saw

frontage has large French

The Cairo Club Orchestra on stage at the Regent.

tooth ceiling of the downstairs

windows with fan-shaped

enhancing the Spanish look. The original

windows above, terracotta tiles on the

corrugated iron roof was severely damaged

foyer. Imitation columns and crossbeam of

facade roofline extending to the edge of the

in a storm in 1932 and is now steel decked.

the proscenium are of plain pressed metal

eaves, and pilaster supports under the eaves

The full width veranda originally had a

with a large Regent Theatre logo affixed to
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crush space and the upstairs
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set up by the Wellington Shire Council.
Sale antique dealer Bruce Arnup had a

valuation sessions and a display were set up
in the foyer, the film Top Hat was screened in

be higher than its width (approximately 9m).

chandelier that was thought to have come

the afternoon, and in the evening the talented

This has proved to be a controversial point

originally from the Regent Theatre, and he

10-piece syncopated dance band The Cairo

with live performers. As was common at the

kindly donated it for the restoration work

Club Orchestra presented a wonderful

time, the theatre was built as a multi-

done in 1998 when the foyer was re-decorated

evening of very danceable jazz music.

purpose venue, with a

The Regent Theatre

flat jarrah floor in the stalls.

continues to be a much-

The stage area had

loved hub of

some compromised

entertainment for the

facilities for live theatre

Yarram and the

such as limited wing

surrounding

space, two small

community.

dressing rooms on the

In Rosebud, the

back wall, and several

1928 Broadway

rows of curtains. Access

Theatre at the corner

for scenery and props

of Point Nepean Road

were large doors on the

and Rosebud Parade

stage’s side walls.

[Melway 158 E12] was

During the 1930s

designed by architects

the owners skilfully

H. Vivian Taylor and

fielded issues about the

Soilleux; it seated 678.

lack of sewered facilities,

The original

claiming improvements

sunburst wall reliefs,

would be made when the town was

Former Broadway Theatre,

bio box, proscenium arch, breezeway wall

sewered (proposed for 1939), but the

Point Nepean Road, Rosebud.

tiling, terrazzo floor, colourful Spanish

problem was not addressed until the 1960s.
The owners were also directed to install
heating in 1946, but the oil-fired ducted

Mission roof tiles, and exterior neon sign all
in blue and teal tonings with off-white ceilings.
In 1998’s restorations the stage area was

still remain intact.
The Peninsula Post reported on 20 December

heating system does not appear to have been

significantly increased by dismantling the

1928: ‘Rosebud Cinema and Dance Palais:

completed until 1953.

mobile steel frame that supported the cinema

There are four shops in front of the theatre,

Many of the current circle seats were

screen and erecting an electrically operated

with plenty of light and ventilation. An

sourced from both the Regent in Colac and

roll-up screen in conjunction with a cable-

electric soda fountain is a feature; also the

the Savoy in Cooma.

operated rear speaker system. The original gold

nicely tiled entrance to the hall and

stage curtains were replaced with blue curtains

ornamented plaster ceiling… The floor is

to match the auditorium’s colour scheme.

polished hardwood for dancing. Tip-up seats

A large projection room (or bio box)
with its adjoining film rewinding and store
rooms is located across the full width of the

Installing façade mirrors and leadlighting,

are installed. The front of the Palais is of the

theatre at the back of the circle, accessed

brass entrance handles, wooden stairways,

from each aisle. In 1931 the theatre was

punching of 40 000 nails in the auditorium

reported as being equipped with Raycophone

floor, sanding and sealing, modifying the

Sources:

sound equipment. The former Gaumont Kalee

curtain support design and installing front

History of the Regent Theatre, Yarram published

projectors, installed in 1950, were sold in 1991

of stage curtains was undertaken by members

at www.regenttheatre.com.au, with thanks

to the owners of Cooma’s Savoy Theatre for

of the committee of management and

to Susan McMillan.

$1500 and two near-new projectors were

co-opted volunteers in 1998, and the

purchased from St Patrick’s College, Sale.

theatre was completely rewired.

Other modernisations were also undertaken
at this time.
Originally, the Regent screened films on

The refurbished Regent Theatre was
officially re-opened by the Victorian Premier
Jeff Kennett on Tuesday 18 May 1999, and

South Californian design. A first class job.’

Dromana and District Historical Society
research for the Online Art Deco Mornington
Peninsula self-drive tour, 2008, with thanks
to VTT member Peter Holloway.
Janice Haynes was co-ordinator of the

Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays, with the

a gala concert was staged on Saturday 22

Art Deco 2008 Regional Festival. She was

venue used for dances and other entertainments

May with 150 performers and a packed

director of Her Majesty’s Theatre, Ballarat,

on the remaining nights. Film screening

audience of over 700 people.

from 1995 to 2007, and has been a member

frequency declined with the introduction of

This heritage theatre now screens films

of VTT since its inception.

television in 1956 and even stopped for a time

regularly and presents live performances.

in 1984. In 1996 the present committee of

For the Art Deco 2008 Regional Festival

the next issue of On Stage, will cover the

management for the Regent Theatre was

event on Saturday 29 August 2008 antiques

histories of the Rex Theatre in Charlton and

Part 2 of her article, to be published in

the Astor Midlands Cinema in Ararat.
Spring 2008

n
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‘Speak the speech…’
an Australian actor discovers London

In the limelight
Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

Actor-director-writer Peter O’Shaughnessy reflects on his experiences in British theatre in the 1950s.
‘

W

hat’s your address, dear?’

to 1961) in 1963 I was a member of the

happened to be sitting directly behind

directed by Laurence Olivier. The company

Vivien Leigh. Olivier had by this time

had been launched in the newly built

married Joan Plowright who was in the

dear! If you don’t mind my asking, where

theatre in the previous year, and Olivier’s

company, so I could not help but wonder

do you come from?’

own production of Uncle Vanya, which had

what his reactions might have been had he

‘I’m an Australian.’

been such a success during the first year,

known his previous wife was in the audience.

‘You don’t talk like one, thank Gawd.’

was carried over and included in the

Knightsbridge.’
‘Ooo-uuh, you’ve got a good address,

I’d have liked to thump the desk

following year I happened to
mention that night to one of the

This frowzy old hen, Miriam Warner,

staff who had been in the company

was a well-known theatrical agent

at that time and she told me that

with many weekly rep companies as

‘Sir’, as we all called him—

her clients and presided over an

genuinely deferential but with a

office overlooking Cambridge

hint of mockery—had known of

Circus, the hub of London

Viv’s presence and got into quite a

theatreland. Very proprietorial—if

flurry about it. The inevitable

one of the actors on her books

thought which crossed my mind

happened to be on stage while she

was the cruel truth that Vivien

was attending a performance, Miriam

Leigh had been known to openly

Warner would sometimes nudge her

flaunt her infidelities, notably with

companion and, in a loud stage

Peter Finch, to the long-suffering

whisper, say, ‘One of mine, dear’.

and, so it would seem, complaisant
Larry. Was this why she had been

was still an innocent abroad in the

drawn to Chichester to see Larry in

great metropolis, and the fact that

The Broken Heart?

Lowndes Square is in one of the

Towards the end of the Chichester

poshest districts in London had yet

season, each member of the company

to dawn on me. I shared a room at

was waiting for a call from Sir, the

the top of the building with Les

expectation being that our company

Raphael, an Australian song writer

would form the nucleus of the

who had been good enough to offer

National Theatre company, of

to share his digs with me. I paid Les

which Olivier would be the first

10-bob a week.

director. John Dexter, a brilliant

Nowadays, with the success of

Peter O’Shaughnessy as Hamlet, Melbourne 1954.

so many Australians in the theatre
and films—Cate Blanchett, Nicole Kidman,
At the launch of Victorian Opera’s 2009 Season, Horti Hall, 26 August:

At the launch of the new biography Dame Joan Hammond—Love and

Brilliant Australian counter-tenor Tobias Cole with the company’s head

Music at the Victorian College of the Arts on 10 September: Peter

of music, David McSkimming, at the piano. Cole will sing the title role

Burch, Musica Viva’s Melbourne representative and close friend of

in Handel’s Xerxes in the new Elisabeth Murdoch Hall in August 2009.

Dame Joan, together with author Sara Hardy.
The TinAlley String Quartet playing on stage in the Elisabeth Murdoch
Soprano Rosamund Illing, tenor Steve Davislim and producer Maria Van

Hall on Sunday 14 September at the launch of the new Melbourne

Damme at the launch of Melba Records’ new CD of Saint-Saëns’ long-

Recital Centre’s inaugural season. The young Melbourne-based group

forgotten opera Hélène, at the Lyceum Club, Melbourne, on

has been nominated in the Best Newcomer category in the 2008 ABC

10 September. The opera, written especially for Dame Nellie Melba,

Limelight Magazine Awards. They feature prominently in the Recital

premièred at the Théâtre de Monte-Carlo in 1904. It has never been

Centre’s 70-event inaugural season, ‘Opus 09, No1.’

previously recorded. Photo: Alessandro Servadei.

Links: www.melbournerecital.com.au; www.tasq.com.au
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Mel Gibson, Geoffrey Rush, and Michael

director but an insufferable man,
had told me that I would probably

program for the second year.
I watched Uncle Vanya being rehearsed

be asked to play the Player King in the play
scene of Hamlet, starring Peter O’Toole.

Blakemore counted one of the leading

and saw nine performances of the play. That

directors in the British theatre—Australian

production stays in my mind as one of the

didn’t like the way he humiliated some of

nationality is no longer something better

finest, perhaps the finest, I have ever seen.

the company, although I had been spared. As

kept dark amongst one’s theatrical

What a cast! Olivier as Dr Astrov, Michael

the season was nearing its end, I wasn’t sure

credentials. Peter Finch counted as an

Redgrave as Vanya, Sybil Thorndike as the

that I wanted to be part of the company in

exception, but then he had been born in

nurse, Lewis Casson as Telyeghin, Max Adrian

which he would direct many of the plays,

England. I was not such a skunk as to hide

as Serebryakov, Joan Plowright as Sonya.

and it may have been that Dexter had

the fact that I was born in Australia but…

During the previous year, as one of the

I think Dexter must have sensed that I

changed his mind about recommending me.

well, I thought it best not to mention it and,

audience, I had seen Uncle Vanya and the

like most Australian actors, had ironed out

production of Ford’s The Broken Heart in

my own production in Melbourne in 1954,

my Aussie accent.

which Olivier played Bassanes, at first

but kept quiet about my Australian

furiously jealous of his wife’s suspected

credentials. Olivier would be directing

After a period back in Melbourne (1954

ON STAGE

When I joined the company in the

and stalk out, but I wanted a job.

That was in May 1950 when I

Clockwise from top left:

On the night I saw The Broken Heart I

Chichester Festival Theatre company

‘Seven Lowndes Square,         

Spring 2008

infidelity and later coming to accept it.

I had played the Prince of Denmark in

*
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context, rounding off his performance with

Sybil Thorndike, the original of Shaw’s

stilted formality. At one point, however, the

that is the most fitting way to describe it) of

a Gallic shrug, as though to say, ‘but, of

Saint Joan, who had been in the Chichester

great man struck the right note and engaged

giving Olivier a copy of an article I had

course, Q.E.D.’

company and was also not wanted for the

the audience by launching into mockery of

has become so transported by the limitless

lose control towards the end of the second

National, tried to console me by fortifying

academics who write hair-splitting theses on

scope of the dramatist’s art that no coup de

play within a play and cry ‘Give me some



Hamlet and I ‘took the liberty’ (I suppose

written some time before, offering my

Let the scholars and intellectuals bumble

enough to develop it even further.
Hamlet, I argued, and still would argue,

during the dumb show recreation of his
murder of his brother; what causes him to

theory that the two play scenes—one is

on; this was the kind of solution which would

the idea: ‘That’s what Larry’s like. Your La

lines or phrases in Shakespeare which seem

foudre is out of bounds, ‘anything goes’:

light’ is that the Prince of Denmark, thrusting

performed in dumb show, the second with

have had an immediate appeal to a man who,

Tremouille in Saint Joan was the best I’ve

undecipherable but really have a matter-of-

Claudius has seemed to keep his cool

aside the actor playing Lucianus and, having

dialogue—were different in kind, the second

before all else, was a supreme showman.

seen. You’d be too strong a person for him to

fact explanation. And then, in an affectation

have around. He doesn’t like strong

of having put his foot in it without meaning

people.’

to, he pulled himself up and turned around

one therefore not being an alternative, as is

That night Saint Joan was playing and,

usually supposed. Was I getting too big for

as I stood at the foot of the steps of one of

my boots? Had I overstepped the mark, for

the vomitoriums waiting to make my entrance,

I had heard it said that Sir never liked

to his hosts with arms widespread and an

The cast for
Peter O’Shaughnessy’s
Hamlet of 1954 included:

taken over the role himself, is in the thrall
of a wild scenario in which he would couple
with his mother before murdering her: ‘You,
the man who murdered my father and got

Olivier himself would be directing the play?

to fall out with anyone, that he needed to

apologetic bow. The passage he had chosen

And I, with my own ideas about the play

be loved. There was something curiously

to mock the eggheads was ‘the dram of eale

Hamlet: Peter O’Shaughnessy

given a taste of your own medicine. It is not

the love of my father’s wife, are about to be

vulnerable about this great actor who

doth all the noble substance of a doubt’ from

Claudius: Raymond Farrell

merely that “I mean to murder you”, but

had excelled as the heroic Henry V

Hamlet. Yes, I suppose I had been suspect as

“You shall see anon how the murderer gets

Sir’s office, which was a makeshift affair in

and, in the interests of theatrical art,

an egghead. If I had known my place I

Fortinbras: Frederick Parslow

a Nissan hut. With his habitual manner of

never shirked physical danger. The

might have made one of the company who

cosy camaraderie towards fellow actors, Sir

paradox which allowed the same man

would baptise England’s National Theatre.

bade me be seated and then asked me:

to tolerate Viv’s brazen infidelities may

What if I had had the gumption to say

scene, might be playing the Player King.
The time came for me to be called in to

‘I don’t know, Peter, whether you might
have had any expectations of coming along
with us into the National?’
‘Well, yes, I had. Yes.’

Polonius: Kevin Colebrook
Laertes: James Inglis
Horatio: James O’Donoghue
Rosencrantz: Barry Humphries

the love of Gonzago’s wife”.’
After that, the point might be reinforced
if Hamlet embraces his mother and kisses her
on the mouth. Of course this doesn’t mean

have had something to do with the range

something like this to Sir: ‘Look, don’t

of his virtuosity; the ability to identify

brand me as an egghead. I know Hamlet from

with so many disparate characters,

the inside; I have directed a production of

Gertrude: Joan Harris

testaments to his greatness as an actor. But

the play, actually played the name part.’

Ophelia: Shirley Smith

at the end of the scene, strongly suggests

First Player: Lisle Jones

that the theme of incest is still pounding

‘I am afraid we have nothing for you.’

I think Sybil was overestimating me. As I

It ought not to have been a shock,

see it now, I may have been looking for

for I was unsure whether I wanted to

complexities where there were none. I

belong to the company, but it hit me

think I played La Tremouille well but no

To which he might well have asked where

Guildenstern: Brian Mitchell

and when that was.
‘In Australia. Melbourne. In 1954.’

that Hamlet is actually bent on sleeping with
his mother, but ‘Let not ever the soul of
Nero enter this firm bosom’, which he says

away in his fevered brain: not only did Nero
Music by Dorian Le Gallienne

murder his mother, he copulating with her.

* Postscript: My reading of the text entailed

Costumes designed by Joan Harris

refer to the 2nd Quarto text, usually given

Those teased by my scenario should

like a bombshell; to be rejected by the

actor is ever likely to excel in such a

such a radical revision of the significance of

Costumes executed by June Clyne

actor whom I admired more than any

stereotypical part. My work might not have

the two play scenes that later, on second

Setting designed by Peter

more credit by scholars, than to the text of

other in the world. I muttered

made much of an impression on the great

thoughts, I came to think it too outlandish.

O’Shaughnessy and Joan Harris

the First Folio. My theory would not pass

something about John Dexter having

man.
Before the season was over, at one of

led me to think that I would be

were sometimes invited to attend, Sir came

into silence.
The program cover for Peter O’Shaughnessy’s

over to me: ‘I’ve been thinking over that

production of Hamlet, reproduced the title

piece of yours about the two play scenes,

page from the First Folio edition, published in

Peter. Interesting. Yes, interesting.’
my theory. When, six or so months later, I

Sir came up to me and, in what I can only

saw his production of Hamlet at the Old

many people like viewing holes on building

this question on me: ‘You know what “the

call an apologetic tone, broached the subject

Vic which launched the National Theatre,

sites, our friends at Her Majesty’s Theatre

dram of eale” is, don’t you?’

of my exclusion from the projected National

the murderer in the dumb show was the

are pretty excited about their own excavation.

Theatre company. He seemed concerned that

counterpart of Claudius, whereas in the

although I knew the reference; scholars had

I might think he had let me down. I cut

spoken play, Lucianus, nephew to the king,

Musical is a huge hydraulic lift in the centre

written thousands of words trying to

him off, told him my cue was coming up

was clad in black, and clearly identifiable

of the stage. This rises several metres above

elucidate the lines which Hamlet speaks as

and he retired.

with the Prince of Denmark. Beyond that,

the stage floor to reveal the various levels of

he did not go.*

Billy’s family’s house.

‘I’ve been reading that article on the
play scenes which you passed on to me.’

1603.

‘Oh yes…’
Before I could go any further, he sprang

I couldn’t see what he was driving at,

he reflects on how a man endowed with

When I came off, I went to his dressing

manifold virtues, might be lacking in the

room and knocked at the door. In those few

one which is indispensable.

He did make some—if limited—use of

the most reliable one.

here are many reasons to dig a
hole. To see what’s below the surface,
or to bury something, or just to

create more space. Well, for the same reason

A feature of the set for Billy Elliot–The

buried treasure, just solid bedrock—and a
pair of decaying sneakers.

Three years ago I read Michael

To accommodate the under-stage lift

minutes he had settled himself with a new

Blakemore’s wonderful autobiography

mechanism, it was necessary to dig a large

persona. The face was unwelcoming, the eyes

Arguments with England and was startled by

hole in the basement under the stage. But to

it’s a nonsense… means nothing at all.

hooded. I can’t remember what I said but

his account of a talk Olivier had given at

gain access it meant knocking down the

Rather than wait for a prompt, or be seen

now his tone was curt and dismissive. It had

Sydney University when Michael was an

rear wall of the orchestra pit. Fittingly,

with his pants down, he fills in with a few

become a matter of no account. I shuffled

18-year-old medical student.

Richard Gill, musical director of the

Clockwise from above: Maestro Richard Gill

gobbledygook words which keep time with

back to my dressing room.

Victorian Opera, was invited to ‘strike the

attacks the orchestra pit wall. The understage

address was disappointing, alternating

first blow’. Sadly, however, when

during excavation. The pit nears completion.

between toe-curling, luvvy humility and

excavation was complete, there was no

(Images courtesy of Her Majesty’s Theatre.) n

‘Don’t you see… the actor has dried…

the iambic…’ And, with his inimitable
panache, Sir flicked off the lines in their
Page 38

Too big for my boots, I had asked for it.
That was how I interpreted the rejection.

Backed by an arc of academics, Olivier’s
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Her Majesty’s (buried) treasure

T

up and broached my article.

muster unless the 2nd Quarto is accepted as

and, on third thoughts, found it plausible

the civic receptions which the company

offered the Player King and lapsed
The interview at an end, Olivier stood

Recently I have taken up my text again

Spring 2008

And, as Richard noted gleefully, after
Billy Elliot moves on, Her Majesty’s will be
able to house orchestras large enough for
even the most demanding Wagner opera!
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Glorious entertainment
The late Charles Norman was one of this country’s most personable song-and-dance men.
Here, in the first of a series in which he recalls his adventures in musical comedy, he remembers Rio Rita.

S

peaking personally, my first contact

came along in 1943. After its Broadway

with the glorious entertainment we

début Rio Rita was released to the theatrical

call Musical Comedy was with one

managements of the world—including the

of the finest ever staged. It contained all that

Fullers in Australia.

had been tried and true. It had the perfect

It opened at Fullers’ St James Theatre

ingredients for this type of entertainment.

in Sydney on 28 April 1928.

The show I’m writing about is an American

The cast in our Australian production

classic, Rio Rita.

was headed by the one and only Gladys

The book was written by Guy Bolton

Moncrieff; her leading man was Leslie Pearce.

and Fred Thompson—both Englishmen; the

There was an American comedienne, Janette

music and lyrics were by Harry Tierney

Gilmore, a splendid little artist, who added

and Joseph McCarthy—both Americans.

a skating routine with many tricks—a true

Florence Ziegfeld presented it in New

show stopper! The two comedians were

York with two well-known singing leads,

also Americans, Dave Mallen and Charley

Ethelind Terry and J. Harold Murray, and

Silber. They worked well together, but Silber,

there were also two popular comedians from

as Ed Lovett, the lawyer, was such a hit that

vaudeville, Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey

when the option came for the renewal of

as Chick Bean and Ed Lovett.

his contract he wanted much more money.

They brought with them vaudeville

Sir Benjamin Fuller said a loud, ‘No! He’s

sketches, which were beautifully incorporated

Charles Norman

getting a good slice of the profits. He’d be

without a suspicion of their origin. The show

Gladys Moncrieff as Rio Rita.

getting more than I!’ (Managers always

therefore was strong on laughter.
There were the usual beautiful

make jokes like this in such circumstances!)
Consequently, Charley went back

American girls showing off the most

to the States, where he worked in

exotic costumes, in colours that had

Hollywood. And that’s where I came in.

never before been presented on a

I was brought from one of the

stage; the Mexican theme in the plot

Fuller touring revues, The Band Box

had given the designers fresh

Revue, to replace Charley Silber. It

inspiration and the results were

provided me with a song-and-dance

breathtaking. There were plenty of big,

part with enormous potential. Jack

stalwart men to act as Texas rangers,

Settle was the producer and Garnet

with lusty voices to sing ‘March Of

Carroll was the stage manager. They

The Rangers’ and ‘Following The Sun

both put me through the rehearsals and

Around’, and, of course, to back up

set me up for an enjoyable success.

the love duets—‘When You’re In Love,

As I remember, there was a comedy

You’ll Waltz’, ‘ Sweethearts’ and the

bullfight song and dance, which was a

theme song, ‘Rio Rita’.

glorious piece of pantomime.

There was a fine ballet working

Rio Rita toured around Australasia

hard at every opportunity, whether it

for about 18 months, feted by the

was in the comedians’ songs or in their

people in all the cities we played.

own dancing specialty, ‘The Kinkajou’.

Those beautiful memories stay with

The comedy numbers were fresh and

me, to be called upon at any moment—

bouncy, ‘The Best Little Lover In

something that video can never

Town’ and ‘Out On The Loose

accomplish.

Tonight’.
Rio Rita was the opening attraction
at the newly built Ziegfeld Theatre on
2 February 1927.
Its sensational 494-performance
run was not exceeded until Oklahoma!
Page 40

With progress comes technological
change, and it caught up with us.
The Fuller organisation had a large
chain of theatres but, when the talking
films were introduced, they gradually
took over the circuit. Likewise, we
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The Rio Rita ensemble on stage at the St James Theatre, Sydney, 1928.

before long, those same theatres will
abound with brightness and lightness and

actors were gradually dispensed with. The

modern ideas, and the theatre started to

inanities unlimited, not only in memory of

good old DCM—‘Don’t Come Monday’—

progress—and has continued to do so.

those of the past and their tremendous

routine. You never saw such a profession
scatter. It disappeared into the woods

That exotic theatrical era I find difficult
to replay for reading. There seems to be

overnight. The theatres

nothing today to take its

were packed out, but the

place; it was so fulfilling.

The most glorious The regret I have is that
musical comedy I’m deeply sorry the
We must be
philosophical in life, for we voice in the world— present generation was
are chained to progress.
Gladys Moncrieff. born too late to see, or
Remember Edward
dressing rooms? Empty!

contributions, but for the new, contemporary
performers and theatre lovers.
So, to quote a great one, Sir Winston
Churchill: ‘Let us to the task’ …and let us
keep alight the sacred lamp of Musical
Comedy, and vow that it never shall
be snuffed.

even hear, the most

Gordon Craig, the English

glorious musical comedy

More of Charles Norman’s musical comedy

genius? A man of the 19th century with

voice in the world—Gladys Moncrieff—and

memories will appear in future editions of

20th century ideas, demanding a complete

to hear her top Cs, night after night, soaring

On Stage.

change in theatrical presentation. His

like beautiful birds coasting along on currents

genius, plus hard work, brought about a

of air. So effortless!

deep and lasting change. From 1910 the

We know today that the musical

They are from his previously unpublished
musical comedy manuscript kindly

march was on, and the foundations he put

comedy theatre has suffered great setbacks,

provided by, and published with permission

down brought about a refreshing change to

but has survived so far; and we hope that,

from, Mrs Charles (Patty) Norman.
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S

Melbourne stage by stage

out of the stalls [described as ‘uncomfortable

playing an unprecedented six-week run in this

Anna Bishop in a series of concerts, popular

forms, crowded too closely’]… They laugh

perennially popular vehicle, and then

American actor Charles Wheatleigh in a

In part two of Ralph Marsden’s chronicle of Melbourne’s Theatre Royal,
George Selth Coppin gives Melbourne a grand new playhouse.

and talk amongst themselves, or with some

continued in other plays until 21 December.

series of crowd-pleasing plays, Madame

of their male friends, Melbourne ‘cads’,

Williamson was destined to eclipse even

Fannie Janauschek, ‘the great German

who… crowd and crush decent people in a

Coppin as the greatest theatrical entrepreneur

tragedienne’, and an American juvenile, Nell,

manner which would not be tolerated in

in Australia.

‘The California Diamond’. Nell made an

ometime before 11.45pm on
19 March 1872, after a performance
of Boucicault’s The Streets of New York

in which, ironically, a house fire was
depicted on stage, a real fire started: ‘We
used a firepan to throw a red glare,’
Coppin recalled in an Argus interview of 10

The
Theatre
Royal

3950, according to The Argus of 30 October
1872, which again contains the most detailed
contemporary description of the theatre. It
was built entirely of brick with a cement
finish, in an architectural style said to be
Byzantine. A central entrance led into a hall,
and on to the main vestibule, which was 66

April 1899, ‘and when the scene was

feet long by 32 feet wide (20.12 x

over somebody must have thrown

9.75m). This gave access to all parts of

the firepan into the property-room

the theatre.

without taking the trouble to put out

In general design, the auditorium

the embers.’

closely resembled that of the old

The fire quickly engulfed the

theatre, although there were some

auditorium and by the following

improvements: each tier of seating

morning all trace of the stage, pit,

was supported by iron columns set

stalls, boxes, dress circle and gallery

back from the edge, instead of at the

were gone; only the Bourke Street

front of the tiers; this gave additional

façade and vestibule, the Little

strength and improved sight-lines in

Bourke Street wall and a room at the

the front seats. These were padded

rear were left standing.

and covered with red leather in the

According to a report in The Argus

upper circle, cane bottomed in the

of 20 March 1872, although the

stalls. Pit and gallery patrons had to be

theatre building itself belonged to

content with plain wooden forms.

someone else, ‘the scenery, dresses,

Above the stalls, from a central

tenant’s fixtures, wardrobe, properties

dome 42 feet (12.8m) in diameter,

and such like, were Mr Coppin’s,

hung ‘a beautiful glass chandelier’,

and he loses them utterly.’
Coppin was largely uninsured, had

232 Bourke Street, Melbourne
(the site of Target store)

almost big enough to light the whole
auditorium. The dome was painted with

already paid his £80 per week rent up to

panoramic views of London and Melbourne

the end of July, and was said to have lost a

executed by John Hennings.

total of £1360 as a result of the disaster.

The proscenium was of ‘picture-frame’

Always resilient, however, he

design, with fluted columns at either side

moved his company into St George’s

supporting an elaborate entablature

Hall next door. He took a 99-year lease

above a stage 62 feet wide by 120 feet

of the Theatre Royal site for £5000 and

deep (18.9 x 36.58m).

arranged for the building of a new

The Argus of 7 November 1872

theatre to be designed by architect

thought: ‘The acoustic properties of the

George Browne and, by a combination

house are good, its appearance elegant

of benefits, borrowings and company

and airy, while the marked improvements

floats, financed the venture at an

in stage accommodation and increased

estimated cost of £23 000.

facilities for exit and entrance render it a

On 6 November 1872, less than

theatre second in convenience to none of its

eight months later, the new Theatre

size in Europe.’

Royal, though still unfinished in the

For all its apparent elegance, however,

bars, café and lounge areas, was rushed

many parts of the new Royal soon became

open to catch the crowds attracted to

as notorious and disreputable as the old:

Melbourne by the spring racing and an

an Argus article of 1 July 1876 by ‘A

International Exhibition.

Vagabond’ describes a ‘shabby, dirty

Still the largest theatre in Australia,

vestibule’ frequented by larrikins and

the new Royal had three levels of seating

The ruins of the Theatre Royal after the fire

prostitutes: ‘From 20 to 30 of these women

above its stalls and pit. It could hold some

of 19 March 1872.

will often be present… they flounce in and
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England or America.’ These ‘lorettes’ later

After this the attractions of 1875 seem

Australian début in her sensational vehicles

met clients at a small theatre bar so ‘far-famed’

slightly anticlimactic, although they included

No Name, in which she played four different

that it became known as the

characters, and Fidelia, the

‘saddling paddock’.

Fire Waif, in which she

The Royal’s opening

essayed no fewer than seven.

program starred Coppin

‘Nell includes amongst her

himself in the comedies To

accomplishments playing the

Oblige Benson and Milky White,

guitar, banjo, harmonicon,

with a 13-year-old Nellie

and smoking cigars,’ The Age

Stewart—later one of

of 1 November 1875 reported,

Australia's greatest stage

with slight reproof.

stars—in a small role. Nellie's

English actress-singers-

elder half-sister, Docy, was

dancers and sisters-in-law,

also on hand to read the

Alice and Dickie Lingard,

opening address. Coppin and

fresh from success in the USA,

his Royal Star Company

made their Melbourne début

were joined by music hall

at the Royal on 19 February

comedian Harry Rickards and

1876, with the Governor of

his London Star Comique

Boothroyd Fairclough, Mrs Scott Siddons.

Company from mid-December until Christmas

Below: J.C.Williamson, destined to be

Alice’s husband, William Horace Lingard, a

Eve 1872, after which the traditional pantomime

Australia’s greatest entrepreneur, and wifte,

music hall singer and comedian, joined

continued until February.

Maggie Moore, in Struck Oil.

them in March until their successful season

Boothroyd Fairclough in
Hamlet and other Shakespearean

Victoria in attendance.

closed on 26 May.
On 24 July 1876 Mrs Scott

roles was the first star attraction of

Siddons—a descendant of the

1873. He was followed by

great English actress Sarah

returned expatriate Fanny M.

Siddons—made her Melbourne

Phelps. The Americans Mr and

début in As You Like It. Other

Mrs F.M.Bates played at the Royal

Shakespearean and contemporary

in August, and on 20 September

roles followed and, although

came the Englishman Alfred

Coppin did not have a very

Dampier, making his Australian

high opinion of her talent, he

début as Mephistopheles in his

had to admit that she played a

own play, Faust and Marguerite.

‘significant engagement’.

Dampier had signed a three-

Eduardo and Tessero Majeroni,

year contract as stage manager

former members of Ristori’s

and leading actor at the Royal.

company who remained in

He was to remain a local

Australia after the departure of

favourite for the next 30 years

the great Italian tragedienne,

with his Australian melodramas

made their débuts at the Royal

and Shakespearean productions.

late in 1876—Eduardo playing in

The Royal’s most notable

English in The Old Corporal

engagement of 1874 began on

from 25 November, and his

1 August when a young, little-

wife, a niece of Ristori,

known American couple, James

appearing in the title role in

Cassius Williamson and Maggie

Camille from 4 December. Very

Moore, made their Australian

popular locally, the Majeronis

début in Struck Oil; they achieved

founded a theatrical family, with

instant and sensational success,

both their sons following them
into the profession.
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no attempt whatever to keep order among

manager, fresh from his American

was the first major attraction of 1877,

them; the gallery is given up to them to do

successes, silenced all opposition; or they

appearing for 36 nights from 17 February.

exactly what they like in it. Their language

were simply overawed by the scale of the

They were followed by ‘the beautiful and

on Saturday night was filthy in the extreme.

spectacular production, which boasted 150

accomplished’ Miss Ada Ward in

If the management have any lingering

supernumeraries and live horses on stage.

Shakespearean and popular roles ‘previous

desire to prevent this theatre becoming

to her departure for America’. On 26 May

wholly unfit to go to, they will institute some

of the scenes is a new device in Melbourne.

Alfred Dampier also began a farewell season

sort of restraint over the undisciplined

It has certainly many recommendations, for

prior to an overseas tour, and on 25 August,

mohocks whom the reduction of admission

while it does not break the continuity of the

George Darrell, who was to become as

to this part of the house from a shilling to

action, it prevents the audience seeing a

Lazar’s Royal Italian Opera Company

Wangaratta’s work of arts
Work is proceeding on Wangaratta’s new Performing Arts Centre.

‘The use of curtains to mark the divisions

Architect’s concept of the new
Wangaratta Performing Arts Centre.
Images courtesy of Harmer Architecture.

I

George Darrell, Ada Ward and Alfred Dampier

sixpence has caused mightily to assemble

good deal of the disillusioning expedients

presented his latest work, Transported for Life.

there.’ (The sixpenny gallery had been

which changes of scene occasionally involve,’

introduced two months earlier, on 1

commented The Argus. Wybert Reeve, a

January 1878.)

notable English actor and playwright who

at the Royal in November 1877, with the
partnership of George Coppin, Greville and

When George Darrell returned with his

was later to settle in Australia, broke Rignold’s

Hennings succeeding that of Harwood, Stewart,

new play, Back from the Grave, on 29 June,

season on 19 October, playing Count Fosco

Hennings and Coppin. There was also

he suffered a similar reception from the

in his own dramatisation of The Woman in

reseating, redecorating and recarpeting of

gallery boys: ‘Their interruptions were so

White. Rignold returned for another seven

the gallery, with a new ‘sunlight’ (a circular

persistent and so loud that Mr Darrell had

nights of Henry V from 2 November, and

gas burner) replacing the chandelier prior

to stop in the middle of a speech and make

Ada Ward was the last stellar attraction of

to the production of the Christmas pantomime,

an appeal to them. This, however, had no

that year.

Harlequin and the Forty Thieves. This marked

other effect than to make them still more

the Melbourne début of Bland Holt who, as

insolent and offensive,’ The Argus reported.

Lingards, Rignold, the Williamsons and

an actor and a producer of spectacular

The critic was assured that admissions to

Bland Holt were the highlights of 1879.

melodramas, would later play an important

the gallery would be limited to 500 in future,

From 13 October a further reduction in

part in the Royal’s history.

but the problem undoubtedly persisted until

prices was advertised following a ‘general

31 August, when the admission reverted to

depression’—admission to the gallery

one shilling.

reverting to sixpence. Holt stayed on to

Charles Wheatleigh returned in The
Shaughraun on 2 March 1878, for which,

Return seasons by Alfred Dampier, the

according to The Argus, ‘…There was a full

There was no apparent trouble on the

house, and the applause was frequent and

night of 14 September 1878, when George

Wood, with Dampier’s daughters, Lily and

hearty, but the intolerable behaviour of the

Rignold made his Royal début in Henry V.

Rose, who had been on stage with their

boys in the gallery made it difficult to hear

Perhaps the sheer presence of this

father during the past year.

much of the dialogue. There is apparently

flamboyant English Shakespearean actor-

To be continued in the Summer edition
of On Stage.
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purpose built theatre. The theatre will seat

As well as establishing a new iconic

Wangaratta Performing Arts Centre,

530–370 downstairs and 160 upstairs. The

building, the concept links the Wangaratta

partly funded by a grant of $4.5m from

flat floor hall will seat up to 572 in theatre

Exhibitions Gallery with the proposed

style, or 300 at tables.

Performing Arts Centre. It takes advantage

the Victoria State Government’s Regional

prominent as Dampier on the local scene,
There was a rearrangement of management

n north-eastern Victoria, the $7.63m

Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF),

providing a focal point for a restaurant, and

Architecture, which was short-listed from

with a large foyer, catering areas and a

strengthens connections with the new

the 20 firms who submitted plans.

commercial-standard café space with an

Joined Up Government Centre.

‘Providing a centre of this kind and
magnitude will allow Wangaratta to stage

With its high degree of flexibility, the

Wangaratta is home to a hugely successful
annual jazz festival. It was conceived in 1989

development will cater for the performing

by a group of local business people who wanted

visitors to north-east Victoria,’ said Premier

arts, conventions, conferences, community

to establish a significant event for their town

John Brumby. ‘Lifestyle factors are now as

events, exhibitions, weddings, balls and

and region—an event that would be unique

important as employment prospects in

other functions—including, of course,

and that would attract many tourists to the

attracting people to provincial Victoria,

Wangaratta’s well known Festival of Jazz.

area. A feasibility study concluded that,

reinforcing the qualities that create diverse,

The new building has been designed to

although there were numerous jazz festivals

maximise energy efficiencies. It will also

in Australia (most emphasising traditional

preserve car parking space and provide scope

and mainstream jazz), there was an opportunity

facilities, in particular, are well short of

for temporary function spaces to be placed

to base one on modern and contemporary

industry standards and this facility will

on site. A large viewing screen can be added

jazz. In addition, it was recommended that

create an additional richness not only to

to the building at the Ford Street entry point.

such a festival incorporate a competition for

Wangaratta, but to the entire north-east

With the potential to act as an urban

region,’ Mr Brumby said.
Harmer’s plans involve replacing the

ON STAGE

exterior deck.

major festivals and events and attract more

‘Wangaratta’s existing performing arts

n

of the views to the Anglican cathedral,

conference room will also be included along

vibrant and liveable towns and communities.

appear in the pantomime, Babes in the

A smaller flexible performance space or

is in the hands of Melbourne-based Harmer

renewal catalyst for the city, the project will

young musicians.
Launched in 1990, the Festival was

meet contemporary standards for regional

immediately hailed by critics, musicians

outdated 1960s former Town Hall and

performing arts facilities and will help in

and fans as the best jazz festival in Australia,

Playhouse Theatre on the corner of Ovens

attracting high quality touring arts and

a reputation that has been confirmed and

and Ford Streets with a new hall and a

other events to Wangaratta.

enhanced in the years since.
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1 Entrance
2 Foyer
3 Offices
4 Conference room
5 Café kitchen
6 Bar
7 Café
8 Deck

Christie Allen

Alan Becher

Ken Bayly

Charles Barry

9 Theatre auditorium

John Cann

10 Stage
11 Green Room
12 Function room
13 Chair store
14 Function room kitchen
15 Backstage
16 Tech. Store (control     
room above)
Paul Dalton

17 Theatre balcony

Rob Guest

Tanya Halesworth

OBE

Monica Halliday

OAM

Hazel Howson

18 Lighting bridge over

Artistic director Adrian Jackson has

19 Lighting gallery

consistently assembled programs that
demand uncompromising excellence from
performers, while presenting a balanced
showcase across the range of jazz styles, but

Today, artists from around Australia

11 venues and the largest annual Blues

with an emphasis on contemporary jazz. At

and from many other countries recognise

the core of the program are the National Jazz

the Festival as a prestigious one to attend,

Awards, featuring a different instrument

with over 100 performances involving

ready for the Wangaratta Festival of Jazz’s 20th

each year.

more than 200 professional musicians,

anniversary in October-November 2009.

program at any similar event in Victoria.
All being well, the new facility will be
n

Levi Kereama

Michael McCaffrey

Dorry Nelson

Michael Pate

Mark Priestley

Exeunt
Christie Allen
1954–12.8.2008
Singer Christie Allen, one of the pop

several 1980s singles were unsuccessful.
By the 1990s Christie had resurrected
her music career, mainly singing with

sensations of the Countdown era, has died

country music bands. In 1998 she sang her

from cancer at her home in country

greatest hit, ‘Goosebumps’, before a huge

Western Australia. She was 54.

crowd at the MCG in a concert celebrating

Born in Britain, Christie shifted with
her family to Perth. She was performing
there with a band when she met songwriter
and record producer Terry Britten, a
former member of The Twilights. He was

the 25th anniversary of Mushroom Records.
She retired immediately after.
Sadly, ill health prevented her from
participating in the 2006 Countdown
Spectacular tour.
W

impressed by Christie’s vocal ability and
bubbly personality and began working with

Charles ‘Charlie’ Barry

her. In the late 1970s she was signed to
Mushroom Records.
Christie Allen had three Top Twenty
singles in the Australian charts in 1979–1980,
and a gold album, Magic Rhythm. She was

1956–14.8.2008
Brisbane theatre people are mourning the
loss of popular actor Charles (‘Charlie’)
Barry.
Charlie Barry’s full and varied career

Brisbane’s companies; the list includes
Queensland Theatre Company, La Boite,
Fractal Theatre, TN! Company and New
Moon. For QTC he appeared in Tuff, The
Jade Garden and The Game of Love and
Chance, and for TN! in The Popular

Taming of the Shrew, Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet,
Someone Who’ll Watch Over Me, Perceptions,
Tokyo Rose and two sell-out seasons of John
Godber’s play Bouncers.
In 1994 he was in Fractal’s production
of Peter Barnes’s black comedy Noonday
Demons at the now-defunct venue, Van
Gogh’s Earlobe.
His film credits include the 1994 thriller
Redheads with Claudia Karvan.
Charlie possessed a unique talent, a

covered stage, radio, film and television,

wonderful ability to improvise, a great

Countdown Awards in 1979 and 1980.

plus first class street theatre at World Expo

sense of humour and a very quick wit. He

88. He performed with virtually all of

will be greatly missed.
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W

His many La Boite credits include The

voted the most popular female singer at the
After a long illness, Allen’s career declined;

Bruce Puckeridge

Mechanicals.

Ken Bayly OAM
14.1.1936–30.8.2008
Melbourne music identity Kenneth Leslie
Bayly has died at the age of 72.
A former primary school principal, Ken
will be best remembered for his extraordinary
30 years as both producer and composer
for the Melbourne Scouts’ Gang Show.
It became the largest in the world,
outside of the US. In its heyday it packed
the Palais Theatre for two weeks every year.
With 170 in the cast and crew, Ken took
the entire Melbourne show to Manila and
Thailand, playing in the presence of Thai

ON STAGE
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Leo Rosner

Stanley Walsh

Ray Wilson

Alan Becher

royalty in Bangkok.
He was also involved in the production
of several special Gang Show performances,
including the memorable 1988 All-Australian
Gang Show.
Many of the songs Ken composed have
become Gang Show classics, particularly
‘Wonderland’, ‘Life’s Just A Merry-GoRound’, ‘It’s Heavenly’ and ‘This Land of
Australia’.
Ken was justly dubbed ‘Australia’s own
Ralph Reader’ (Reader was a major contributor
to Gang Shows in Britain).
In 1989 Ken was awarded the Medal of
the Order of Australia in recognition of his
services to scouting.

7.5.1947–16.8.2008
The sudden death of Alan Becher ends one
of Perth’s longest theatrical runs: Becher took
over Fremantle-based Swy Theatre in 1991,
oversaw its relocation to Perth and its 1994
rebirth as the Perth Theatre Company, based
at the Playhouse.
Becher developed PTC into a fully-fledged
professional company, directing, adapting
and even writing plays with general appeal
and often local themes.
The son of a British military man, Becher
was born in Rawalpindi, India (now in
Pakistan) and grew up in Malaysia and
Singapore.

*
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As a young, talented actor, he came to
Australia in 1969 where he worked at the
Nimrod and other Sydney theatres, at the
State Theatre Company of South Australia
and the now-defunct Western Australian

married June Dunlop, who was working as

went on to perform in Australia and New

Captain von Trapp in The Sound of Music

a continuity girl on the film Eureka Stockade.

Zealand. He played the Tivoli Circuit and

(2000 tour), Professor Harold Hill in The

took over Leon Kellaway’s dance school in

Dinkum Assorted (1989) and A Cheery Soul

in December 1950 was the featured magician

Music Man (The Production Company,

George Street, Sydney. When they outgrew

(1992). She also worked with Twelfth Night

in the Jenny Howard pantomime Jack and

Melbourne, 2002), Footloose (Capitol Theatre,

it they moved to Liverpool Street, Holt Street,

Theatre and the Brisbane Theatre Company.

the Beanstalk which played at the Princess

Sydney, 2002), Eureka! The Musical in Concert

and finally Parker Street, near Central Railway.

Theatre in Melbourne.

(Queensland tour, 2003) and Jekyll and Hyde—

For a while the Canns worked as
documentary filmmakers.
In the mid-1960s June began working
as a theatrical agent, establishing her own

Theatre Company.
He settled permanently in Perth in the

agency in 1971. Her starry client roster

Dalton was performing in Delhi in 1954

intimidating—manner but Monica was

Her small-screen credits include Wombat, A

perhaps a little quieter and sterner. Their

Country Practice, Butterfly Island, The Wayne

discipline, technique, innovation and

Manifesto and Medivac. She played the

genuine connection to the theatre meant

disapproving nun, Sister Mary-Ellen, in the

industry. His autobiography, Star Guest—A

that they came to be regarded as the best

low budget cult Australian slasher film

Life on Stage, was published in 2002.

teachers in Sydney.

Bloodmoon (1990), and also had roles in Surrender

Barrett, Pat Bishop, Lynette Curran, Jack

Newman and Tikki Taylor. They became

Thompson and Bryan Brown. After a

lifelong friends. Later that year they all

services to the New Zealand entertainment

careers in an isolated state, he joined forces

footloose and frequently troubled childhood,

went to England and Dalton went on to

with local playwrights to create The Writers’

her son John joined June Cann Management—

entertain troops stationed in France and

and found his vocation.

Germany. Following that, he performed in

Aware of the problems faced by

Lab, a network dedicated to the nurture of

When June died in 2003, John took

new writing.
Becher worked closely with authors to

control of the agency, expanding its client

variety throughout the UK. He and his wife
returned to Australia in 1958.
A perfectionist, Dalton was always

shape their work into plays. Hungerford’s

base to include up-and-coming newcomers

Stories from Suburban Road and Jolley’s The

like Noah Taylor, Naomi Watts, Simon

meticulous with his props and insisted on

Newspaper of Claremont Street were world

Baker, Aden Young, Rebecca Rigg and

copious rehearsals. He would take all day

premières, directed by Becher, that set high

Kimberly Joseph. He was especially

to prepare his props for that night’s gig.

standards for literary adaptation.

interested in fostering indigenous talent.

Actor Jenny McNae, who played the

‘Agents are an essential part of the

Dalton played in venues ranging from
the Tivoli to Sydney RSLs, and he was always

entertainment industry,’ said long-time

in demand for private shows, especially

Festival of Perth production, recalls the

friend and client Jack Thompson. ‘They

corporate bookings.

elderly Jolley coming into rehearsals to

seek opportunities for their clients’

watch, and being visibly thrilled by Becher’s

particular talents and liaise between them

deft handling of her book.

and the producers who employ them. But

lead role in Newspaper for a sellout 1990

‘It was one of those times that reminded

John was much more, he went beyond this:

you that working in theatre is about teamwork,’

to him, being an agent was a 24/7 labour

McNae said.

of love. He not only shared in his clients’

Becher’s death hit the Perth theatrical

success, he collaborated with them in their

community at a pivotal moment. PTC and

aspirations and cared for their physical,

the state’s larger, flagship company Black

mental and emotional wellbeing.’

Swan Theatre have recently signed a

As Naomi Watts put it, ‘The industry

memorandum of understanding to discuss,

has lost a very honourable, wise and

among other issues, a possible merger.

generous man. I have lost a dear friend,

Becher’s sudden illness prevented him
from participating in this early step towards

creative partner, father figure and mentor.
He was a true gentleman.’

a new era in Perth theatre, and he died
before he could see the completion (in
2010) of Perth’s first government-built
theatre, the new Heath Ledger Performing
Arts venue.
At the time of his death Becher was
working on the direction of Taking Liberty, a
major PTC production about Australia II’s
win over the US yacht Liberty, at the
Playhouse Theatre from 20 September 20.
W

John Cann
3.11.1950–11.9.2008

W

Paul Dalton
29.8.1912–29.7.2008
Famous for his Charlie Chaplin magic act,
show business identity Paul Dalton has
died in Sydney.
Born in Lithgow, NSW, Percy Paul
Dalton became fascinated by magic when
he was still a child. He turned professional
in 1938 after winning a talent quest run by
Hoyts Theatres.
During World War II Dalton served as
a driver in the AIF, but when the authorities

Leading Sydney theatrical agent John Cann

discovered his magical talent he was soon

has died of liver cancer, aged 57.

transferred to the ‘Aussies on Parade’

John’s father, Alex Cann was a
Canadian actor who settled in Australia
after World War II. In 1948 he met and
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entertainment unit.
During this time he perfected his
‘Charlie Chaplin’ magic routine, which he

In 1994, Guest received an OBE for

W

Tanya Halesworth
1935–8.10.2008
Former actress, TV presenter and journalist
Tanya Bailey (née Halesworth) has died in
Sydney at the age of 73.
Educated at Sydney Girls’ High School,
she trained at Bathurst Teachers’ College and
started her career as a school teacher.
From 1956 to 1962 she appeared at the
Independent Theatre in productions including

W

Rob Guest OBE
17.7.1950–2.10.2008
Music theatre star Rob Guest has died after
suffering a major stroke. At the time of his
death he was starring as the Wizard of Oz in
Wicked at the Regent Theatre in Melbourne.
His partner, Kellie Dickerson, the
show’s musical director, was with him
when he collapsed.
English-born, Guest started his career
as a pop singer in New Zealand in the
1970s. He moved to the US in 1981,
entertaining in casino showrooms in Las
Vegas, Atlantic City, Reno and Lake Tahoe
for several years.
His career boomed when he was cast as
Jean Valjean in the Australian production
of Les Misérables in 1989. This won him a
Green Room Award in 1991. In 1995 he
appeared at the Royal Albert Hall in
London in the show’s gala Tenth

Bus Stop, Summer and Smoke, The Member of
the Wedding, The Women, Romanoff and Juliet
and The Grotto.
Out of 200 women she was the successful
applicant for a job as presentation announcer
on ABN Channel–2.
In 1961 she hosted the ABC’s legendary

Geldard, Susanne Musitz Davidson, Annette
Dunlop and Ray Phillips.
The sisters were closely associated with

Levi Kereama
1981–4.10.2008
Popular singer Levi Kereama died just
hours after he and his band, Lethbridge,

the Royal Academy of Dancing both here

played a noon-to-10pm gig at Brisbane’s

and in London. They both received FRAD

Botanic Gardens and Riverstage as a

awards, both attended many Adeline Genée

highlight attraction of the city’s Parklife

competitions and were closely involved

Festival. The 27-year-old fell from the

with the NSW RAD Panel.

balcony of an upper floor room at a

Joan and Monica received an Outstanding
Achievement Award in Dance Education in
1998 at the Australian Dance Awards. Their

Brisbane inner-city hotel. At 10.30pm
police received calls to a suspected suicide.
In 2003, Kereama, from the Brisbane

services to classical dance education were

suburb of Logan, took part in the first

recognised with Medals in the Order of

season of Australian Idol, earning a wildcard

Australia in 1993.

entry to the final 12 alongside Guy

Weingott in a TV version of Macbeth, directed

Hazel Howson

Kereama’s singing career took off. In his

by Alan Burke. That year she won a Logie
for Most Popular Female Personality in NSW.
From 1965 to 1968 Tanya worked as a
reporter for Network–10’s current affairs
program Telescope, hosted by Bill Peach. She
eventually anchored her own current affairs
show on Channel–10.
Tanya was married to John Bailey, former
newsreader at Seven and Ten in Sydney
and Nine in Melbourne. He died in 1998.
W

Monica Halliday OAM, FRAD
c.1918–16.8.2008

production of Les Misérables that toured

Sydney dance education.
She and her identical-twin sister, Joan,
were often fondly known as the ‘Diddles

Phantom of the Opera. He went on to become

Sisters’. They also shared virtually identical

the world’s longest serving Phantom, playing

careers. In the 1940s they danced with the

a record 2289 performances over seven years.

Borovansky and Kirsova companies and

Guest’s later credits include the title

with Ballet Rambert during its 1948–49
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Russell Dumas, Joanne Ansell, Kathleen

W

Sebastian and Shannon Noll. Though he

Monica Marie Halliday was a legend in

role in Jolson (Her Majesty’s, Sydney, 1999),

Cuneo, Eleanor Brickhill, Justine Miles,

in Paradise (1976) and Contagion (1987).

W

played Valjean again in the 10th anniversary

In 1992 he first took the title role in The

Their pupils included Rosemary Mildner,
Elizabeth Reid, Michelle Potter, Michelle

Six O’Clock Rock and appeared opposite Owen

Anniversary Concert Performance. He

Australia and New Zealand in 1998–99.

Hazel acted on radio and made
frequent guest appearances in TV drama.

Centre, 2004).

when he and his wife, Bronwyn, met John

performers and writers trying to carve out

Both sisters had a brisk—sometimes

Her last QTC appearances were in

The Musical and 42nd Street (Gold Coast Arts

included Tom Keneally, Alex Buzo, Ray

early 1980s.

When they retired from dancing they

tour of Australia.
Spring 2008

1922–25.10.2008
Veteran Brisbane actress Hazel Howson has
died at the age of 86.
An integral part of Brisbane theatre
since the early sixties, Hazel was best
known for her character roles.
Hazel joined the Queensland Theatre
Company in 1970 for Philadelphia Here I
Come. Over the next two decades she
appeared in 40 QTC productions, including
Puss in Boots (with a young Geoffrey Rush),
She Stoops to Conquer, The Ghost Train,
Twelfth Night, Juno and the Paycock,
The Rivals, Summer of the Seventeenth Doll,
A Doll’s House, Equus, The Taming of the
Shrew, The Importance of Being Earnest, A
School for Scandal, When We Are Married and
Hedda Gabler.
Her portrayal of Doris in QTC’s The
One Day of the Year won her the 1975
Brisbane Drama Critics’ Award for best
supporting actress.

was eliminated in the fourth week,
family band, Lethbridge, he performed
alongside his brothers Jules, Ezra and Lane.
He scored a record contract in 2004,
and released several singles.
W

Michael McCaffrey
1953–9.2008
Brisbane-based actor Michael McCaffrey
has died in a Hong Kong hospital as a
result of a heart attack. He was 55.
McCaffrey was born in the Queensland
town of Chinchilla. During the ’70s and
’80s he was a regular performer with the
T.N. Company (Hamlet, The Choir, Happy
End, Travesties, Happy Days, The Threepenny
Opera), with Queensland Theatre Company
(Equus, The School for Scandal, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Savages), La Boite Theatre
Company (Loot, The Sea, Oedipus, Grease,
Angel City, Traitors), the Brisbane Actors
Company (The Misanthrope, Scapino,
Macbeth), Brisbane Arts Theatre (Treats)

*
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and Gallery Theatre (Kaspar, Ginger Meggs’

Amenities Entertainment Unit, ‘The Islanders’,

Last Stand). He was in the world première of

compèring, and playing straight man to

the sci-fi rock musical Starstud and the 1978

George Wallace Jnr. He recounted his

Brisbane season of The Rocky Horror Show.

service experiences in An Entertaining War,

McCaffrey also had a small role in the
1987 telemovie Contagion.
W

Dorry Nelson
1913–3.10.2008

published in 1986.
After the war Pate appeared on screen
in Sons of Matthew (1949) and Bitter Springs
(1950) and on stage at the Minerva in The
Paragon and at the Independent in Amphytron
38. He was in the highly acclaimed

Dorry Nelson (née Doris Perry) has died in

Independent/JCW productions of Dark of

Sydney’s Westfield Hospital, aged 95. She

the Moon and Bonaventure (both 1950). His

was the last surviving member of the

portrayal of a mentally retarded youth in

original Perry Brothers Circus family.

the latter so impressed a Universal Pictures

Dorry was one of the seven children of
James William Perry and Mary Ellen Perry,
who established the circus. It became one
of the biggest touring shows in Australia.
In her younger days, Dorry was an
accomplished trapeze artist. She performed
a dainty perch act with her brother Henry
(‘Dummy’). Her late husband, Ivan Nelson,

talent scout that he was cast with Claudette
Colbert in the film version, retitled Thunder
on the Hill (1951).
He went on to appear in more than 150
Hollywood films and TV series. He also
appeared with Judith Anderson in Medea in
Los Angeles and Houston.
During his Hollywood years, Pate made

was an elephant trainer. In later years he

occasional return visits to Australia for film,

was a high-jump horse rider with the Perry

television and stage engagements. In 1959 he

stables, appearing in country shows in the

was in the landmark Shell Presents TV drama

daytime and with the circus at night.

Tragedy in a Temporary Town, produced ‘live’

For some years ‘Aunt Dorry’ was in

by Channel Nine in Melbourne. On stage

charge of Perry’s bookwork. Her other

he co-starred in The Tunnel of Love with Toni

brothers, Ted, Jim and Alby, and her sisters

Lamond at the Princess in 1959 and with

Phyllis and Elizabeth, all performed in the

Liv Ullman in The Bear at the Comedy in

family circus. Dorry is survived by her

1978. His four-year spell in the TV series

children Helen and Garry.
W

Matlock Police was rewarded with a Penguin

Michael Pate
26.2.1920–1.9.2008
Michal Edward John Pate was born in the
Sydney suburb of Drummoyne. His
professional life began in 1938 when he
began writing and broadcasting The Voice of
Youth for ABC Radio. Soon he was
contributing articles and book and theatre
criticism for newspapers and magazines. He
was an original member of 2GB’s Youth
Show and starred in The Lux Radio Theatre.
Pate gained his early stage experience
with Bryant’s Playhouse, the Jewish Youth
Theatre, the New Theatre League, Sydney
University Dramatic Society and the
Independent. He appeared professionally at
the Minerva in Shakespeare and in the
plays Love on the Dole and Eight Bells. He
made his film début as a heavily beared
Arab in Forty Thousand Horsemen (1940).
Pate enlisted in 1942. He was later
seconded to the 1st Australian Army
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Award for Best Actor.
Pate began teaching acting and lecturing
on acting for film. His textbook The Film
Actor was published in 1970. He also began
working behind the camera: in 1977 he
wrote and produced the Australian film The
Mango Tree, which featured 25-year-old
Christopher Pate, his son.
One of his best-known writingproducing-directing credits is Tim (1979),
with Piper Laurie and a youthful Mel
Gibson. In 1982-84 Pate toured Australia
with his son in Bill C. Davis’ two-hander,
Mass Appeal.
Pate retired to the NSW Central Coast
in 2001. He died in Gosford Hospital, aged
88, survived by his wife, actress Felippa
Rock, and his son. Christopher has said he
intends to complete the screenplay on
which his father was working at the time of
his death.

W

Mark Priestley
9.8.1976–27.8.2008
Young Australian actor Mark Priestley, best
know as Dan Goldman in the TV series All
Saints, has taken his own life, following a
history of depression.
Born in Perth, WA, Priestley moved to
Sydney in 1997 to study at NIDA,
graduating in 1999.
‘He was a wonderful actor and generous
colleague’, said Tony Knight, NIDA head
of acting. ‘He was generous in sharing
information about life in the industry. Each
year he came and spoke to our graduating
actors and in May this year he and some of
his fellow actors on All Saints gave up their
time on a Saturday to come to our Open
Day to talk about their time at NIDA, their
audition experiences and being an actor.’
Priestley’s memorable performances at
NIDA included Lucio in Measure for
Measure and an hilarious double act with
Tim Richards in David Mamet’s A Life in
the Theatre.
Priestley had some notable professional
theatre credits. He was in The Graduate at the
Theatre Royal, Sydney (2001), Major Barbara,

Back then he was one of a small, elite

opened a function centre in Elsternwick,

followspots, massive carbon arc powered

and ran it successfully for many years.

of throwing the long distances involved in

Melbourne until his mid-80s, when his health

the Princess Theatre, making costumes for

arena and theatre performances.

started to falter. His Holocaust experiences

shows such as Finian’s Rainbow (1964) and

are detailed in the book Schindler’s Ark, and

High Spirits (1966).

They were wanted by every international
show, so Bruce lit shows for David Bowie,

he was consulted by Stephen Spielberg during

Bette Midler, the Beach Boys, Tina Turner

the production of the film Schindler’s List.

and untold others.

W

His talents enhanced everything from
pub bands to international touring acts and
major theatre and television productions.
He worked at the Royal Easter Shows, the
Hordern Pavilion, the State Theatre, Sydney,
and diverse outdoor venues.
For a while Bruce also provided
transportation services for touring concerts.
In 1998 Bruce joined the Sydney Opera
House as maintenance technician. Missing
the challenges of working on shows, he trained
in the new technologies and became a fulltime lighting operator. He then trained a
new maintenance technician and other young
crew members.
His long time friend and colleague Phil
Dunesky said: ‘We have lost a true gentleman

directed by Robin Nevin at the Parade,
Kensington (2003), in The Servant of Two

Leo Rosner

Masters for Bell Shakespeare Company (2003),

Fitzroy Hotel Theatre Progress (2002), Top
Shorts (2005) and By Himself (2006).
Priestley’s first big TV break was in The
Farm in 2000. He was in the acclaimed miniseries Changi in 2001, guest starred in Water
Rats, played a semi-regular role in The Secret
Life of Us and appeared in Blue Heelers before
his first on-air appearance in All Saints in
July 2004.
Channel Seven’s director of programming
and production, Tim Worner, said, ‘Mark
was such a brilliant artist…his work on stage
and screen was admired by everybody who
knew him.’
W

1918–10.10.2008
Ace accordionist and bass virtuoso Leo Rosner
has died in Melbourne, aged 90.
Born in Krakow, Poland, Leo was playing

Actor, writer, director, producer Stanley
Walsh has died in Sydney of lung cancer.
British born, Walsh studied drama with
contemporaries Michael Caine and Terence
Stamp. He cut his acting teeth in rep and
TV drama, coming to to Australia in the
early 1960s.
Charming, handsome, blue-eyed and
blonde, he was soon cast in leading roles
with the Old Tote, the Independent, the
New and the Ensemble. He also played the
hapless hero in many of the long-running

to write and direct many original melodramas,
including The Beast of Belgrave Square, Exposed
to Danger, The Spectre of Wycombe Manor, Lost
to the Devil, Sold in Marriage, The Spring
Heeled Terror of Stepney Green and The Trials of
Hilary Pouncefort.
On TV he appeared in everything from
Skippy to Homicide. He also wrote for the

skills (as did his brother George, who went

and had guest roles in The Young Doctors,

to Hollywood after World War II); he wrote

Skyways and countless others.

his musical skills.
In the 1930s Leo played in a big orchestra

Though Walsh continued to act into the
1980s, including the 1988 series of Mission
Impossible, he became more interested in

called The Ghetto Swingers, which specialised

production. He was executive producer for

in the American swing songs forbidden under

Neighbours for six years and later head of

Göbbels. Here, he met drummer-guitarist

development for Grundy Television. His

Coco Schuman (who also later came to

last role as executive producer was on

Australia). By luck and cunning, Leo was one of

Grundy’s 2005 telemovie Little Oberon.

the few fortunate survivors of Auschwitz. After

W

liberation he moved to Paris where he worked

Ray Wilson

Georges Ulmer and Django Reinhardt.
Denis Farrington’s Orchestra in Melbourne.

operator in the ’70s and ’80s rock-and-roll

He played for social occasions and for radio,

and concert scene.

records and early TV and earned a unique
place in the local Jewish community.
Spring 2008

worked on The Mavis McMahon Show (1972),
Some of My Best Friends Aren’t (1973) and
Gordon Chater’s Scandals of ’74.
In 1969 he opened his own costume
shop in Sydney, Ray’s Way. His clients
included Rhonda Burchmore, Little Pattie
and Maria Venuti, while his high cut leotards
were virtually compulsory at the city’s
fashionable health studios.
Wilson worked extensively in television,
but returned to the theatre in 1987,
providing costumes for Jerry’s Girls. After
that he worked with Bell Shakespeare, Billy
Connolly, Hinge and Brackett, and a
succession of more than 20 major musicals,
from Big River to The Producers.
W

Bay. The format intrigued him; he went on

in the long-running ‘soap’ The Restless Years

orchestrations and added the string bass to

At Sydney’s Macleay Theatre he

melodramas at the Music Hall in Neutral

time he was 15. He developed his composing

Bruce first made his mark as a lighting
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1937–17.9.2008

first series of Prisoner, played Clive Archer

In 1949 Leo came to Australia and joined

3.1.1955–24.9.2007

Stanley Walsh

accordion in his own dance band by the

with artists such as Maurice Chevalier, Mistinguett,

Bruce Puckeridge

Wilson gained his early theatrical
experience in the wardrobe department of

W

The Group Theatre (2006), and at the Old

he learned pattern making, tailoring and cutting.

Leo continued to play music all over

of the theatre, a good friend and a real character.’

Lord of the Flies at The Stables for Stablemates/

his apprenticeship to a clothing factory that

spotlights that were the only light capable

a Sydney Theatre Company production

The Violet Hour at the Ensemble (2005), The

During the 1970s Leo and his wife Helen

group who could run Super Trouper

15.7.1936–16.7.2008
Veteran costume maker Ray Wilson has
died of cancer in Melbourne.

We also note the passing of Frith Banbury,
Peter John Hannan, Hugh Lloyd, Philip
Nelson, Bob Schulz, Jye Strong and
Nathan Spracak.
Veteran West End director Frith Banbury
died on 14 May 2008 at the age of 96. He
will be remembered in Australia principally
for his visit here in 1979 to direct the play
The Day After the Fair, which starred
Deborah Kerr.
Parramatta-born costume maker Peter
John Hannan died in Britain on 14 August,
aged 68. After early wardrobe experience with
ABC TV, he joined the Royal Opera House
in 1964. He became principal cutter for
both opera and ballet. He made a brief *

Contacting

Victoria Theatres Trust
Postal address
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Victoria 3144, Australia

Raised in the Melbourne suburb of

e-mail

Deepdene, Wilson started his career in the

victt@bigpond.net.au

Myer display department, but it was during
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return to Australia in 1973 to oversee the

Members of up-and-coming Gold Coast

costumes for the Australian Opera’s initial

boy band No Time To Waste, singer Jye

season at the Sydney Opera House.

Strong and guitarist Nathan Spracak,

British actor Hugh Lloyd MBE died on
14 July at the age of 85. He toured Australia

station wagon on 7 February as they

in 1969 playing opposite Ron Frazer in the

walked out of a store in Labrador,

Ray Cooney farce Not Now Darling.

Queensland. Strong, 16, died at the scene,

British-born Philip Nelson died on

while Spracak, 15, passed away in hospital

20 October at the age of 92. In the 1950s and

of multiple injuries three days later. A 35-year

’60s his distinctive, fruity delivery introduced

old woman has been charged with a number

a variety of Melbourne-produced ABC radio

of serious offences.

and TV presentations. Nelson died in England.
Bob Schulz, an Australian-born fashion

ISSN 1444-0156

Library of Australia), Neil Davey, Paul

age of 85. Though he was mainly known for

Dellit, Phillip Dunesky, Dick Fuller, Geoff

his contribution to the ‘look’ of Britain’s

Greaves (Circus Fans of Australasia), Suzie

Swinging Sixties, he dabbled occasionally in

Hill, Barry Kitcher, John Newman, Geoff

theatrical work, most notably in 1954 when

Orr, Peter Pinne, Maurice Scott,

he provided Kay Kendall’s costumes for a

Christopher Smith (QPAC), Gerald Taylor,

touring production of Noël Coward’s play

Robert van Mackelenberg, and Karen van

Blithe Spirit.

Ulzen (Dance Australia).

How wonderfully appropriate!
My friend Coppin, the

Spring 2008
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n

by the Paul Dainty organisation, are the
new home of—guess what?—the Melbourne
International Comedy Festival.
It’s just as well Dainty never went ahead
with plans to rename the theatre the

Comedy Theatre cat, tells me

Olympic, in recognition of the first theatre

that those upstairs offices, once

on the site, ’eh?

occupied by the JCW hierarchy, and later

- Gus, the theatre cat n
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